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ABSTRACT

Glucose and Glutamine Metabolism of Hybridoma CC9CIO

David Petch

Hybridoma cells play an important role in their ability to produce monoclonal

antibodies (Mabs), which have uses in therapeutics, fermentation products, affinity

separation, and antibody-antigen interactions. ln order to attempt increasing the

recovery of Mabs, an examination of metabolic analysis was attempted. This was

performed in order to develop an understanding of substrate utilization, byproduct

formation, and the amount of theoretical energy generated by cellular metabolism.

1) Hybridoma cell line CC9C1O cultures were shown to have a slight

enhancement of metabolism on the first day in the presence of dichloroacetic acid

(DCA) followed by a similar metabolism to the control for the remainder of the culture

period.

Cell densities were similar for cultures with and without DCA supplementation

when grown in serum, except upon cells entering the decline phase. CCgC10 cells

supplemented with DCA had 100 to 2OOo/o higher viable cell numbers in the decline

phase. There was no noted effect upon increased antibody production from this

obseruation (CC9C10 cells grown in DMEM with 1.5 mM DCA had a net volumetric yield

of 36.5 ¡rg/ml, while cells without the 1.5 mM DCA addition had 33.2 pg/ml).

Glucose consumption rates among most cultures containing DCA on day one

were higher than the controls (no DCA addition), some as high as235o/o. Following day

1, all cultures had similar glucose consumption rates, although the DCA supplemented

cultures were still slightly higher.

ilt



Lactate production rates in DCA supplemented cultures were typically higher

than the control (no DCA addition), some as high as 5g%. Following day 1 all cultures

had similar production rates, although DCA supplemented cultures were still sligh¡y

higher.

2) Glucose metabolism of CC9C10 accounte d for 59% of ATP generation, with

glutamine metabolism contributing the remainder. A high proportion of glucose was

metabolized via glycolysis (>95%), while the pentose phosphate pathway and TCA

cycle accounted for a much lower level (3.6%, and 0.6%, respectively). Alanine and

CO2 production accounted for the major end products of glutamine and glucose

metabolism (54.9o/o, and 22.4%, respectively). Glutaminolysis was the only source of

glutamine catabolism, as end product analysis could be accounted for by incomplete

oxidation to 3 or 4 carbon products and CO2.

3) CC9C10 grown with maltose and galactose as alternative carbohydrates

produced varying growth yields, compared to those grown with glucose.

Lactate levels generated from maltose were 137o/o higher than from that of

glucose, while galactose had significantly lower levels (glucose based cultures had

3610/o more lactate produced) .

Antibody production from CC9C10 cells grown in glucose, maltose, galactose,

fructose, sorbitol, and xylitol, resulted in similar antibody yields. However, the xylitol

based culture had an antibody production rate 5.59x higher than the glucose based

culture. Cells with lower grov'rth rates and high antibody production rates were

attributed to CC9C10 cells taking up the alternative carbohydrates at a lower level than

glucose.

4) Glucose metabolism increased at higher levels of dissolved oxygen

concentrations. Radioactive experiments show an increase in the glycolytic flux, and a

decrease in the pentose phosphate pathway and the TCA cycle, most noticeably the
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TCA cycle. Most of the glucose (>90%) was metabolized via glycolysis. Relatively low

flux rates were observed throughout for the pentose phosphate and TCA cycle

pathways.

Glutamine metabolism apparently was unaffected by further increases in the

dissolved oxygen concentration.

5) When hybridoma CC9C10 was compared to its parent myeloma cell line

SP2/0, the following observations were observed:

a) SP2/0 is less tolerant to shear created in a spinner flask or fermentor than CCgCl O.

b) CC9C10 had a quicker doubling time than SP2/O (14.8 hours, as opposed to 19.1

hours).

c) SP2/0 had a slightly higher glutamine utilization rate than CC9CIO (1.12x).

Overall, hybridoma CC9C10 cells metabolism was similar to its myeloma parent cell line

sP2/0.

These factors are discussed with respect to glucose and glutamine metabolism.
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CHAPTER 1

1.1 History

Hybridoma cells are important because of their ability to produce specific

antibodies (monoclonal). The term monoclonal antibody refers to a homogenous

antibody produced by a clone of antibody forming cells (Coleman, 1989).

Monoclonal antibodies have practical applications in therapeutic usage,

fermentation products, affinity separation, diagnostic and chemicaf assays, and

antibody-antigen interactions (Hubbard, 1983; Morrison and O, 1989). Antibodies are a

class of proteins which are created in response to an antigen which specifically reacts

with that antibody. They are responsible for immunity to infections and tumors

(Coleman, 1989).

ln the late 1800's when antibodies were unheard of, there was a debate as to

whether immunity was cellular or humoural. Von Behring and Kitsato showed the

transfer of antibodies by serum from one animal to another could confer resistance

(Silverstein, 1989; Glacken et al, 1991). This brought forth questions as to how and

where the antibodies formed within the immunized host (Bibel, 1988).

Buchner was the first to confront this problem. He suggested that an antitoxin

was formed directly from the toxin itself (Silverstein, 1989).

Objections to Buchner's hypothesis were made that same year by Roux and

Voillard. Together, they showed that the continuous bleeding of a horse immunized

with tetanus toxin did not diminish the antibody titre, even after the equivalent removal

of its entire original blood volume (Silverstein, 1989).

The major theory that would cause debate for several years was the side chain

theory developed by Ehrlich. Ehrlich proposed that immunological specificity was due

to a unique stereo chemical relationship between active sites on antigen and antibody,



and ¡ntroduced the concepts of functional and affinity domains on the antibody

molecule (Silverstein, 1989). His theory suggested that cells already knew how to

make specific antibodies. Ehrlich suggested that specific side chains on cells would

bind specific antigens, and be assimilated into the cell. Following this, the receptors

are freed for renewed function, or regenerated by the cell. Overexposure to a receptor

specific antigen would stimulate the cell to produce more of that receptor type, causing

many to be released into the blood. This theory was not readily accepted, but no one

would improve on his suggestion that antibody formation was a cellular response to the

interaction of antigen with cell surface receptors for over sixty years.

ln the following sixty years, several theories came forth. The most important

one accepted today is the clonal selection theory, developed by Burnet, Talmage, and

Lederberg.

Burnet suggested clones of cells were devoted to antibody synthesis towards a

specific antigen, i.e. the antigen binds to a specific cell which then makes a clone of

itself (Burnet, 1959).

Talmage devoted much of his research to the question of size and specificity of

the antibody repertoire. He suggested "variable mixture of a limited number of different

antibody specificities may be capable of distinguishing a far greater number of different

antigenic determinants, because each combination of cross-reacting antibodies would

appear as a distinct specificity" (lverstein, 1989; Schneider and Lavoix, 'lggO). This

meant the genetic coding of only 5000 types could be stored in the genome, rather

than millions.

Lederberg stated that immunological specificity's were determined by a unique

primary amino acid sequence, the information that becomes part of a unique sequence

of nucleotides. He suggested precursor cells had a high random and spontaneous

mutation rate within the immunoglobulin gene (Lederburg, 1g5g).

2



Antibodies obtained from serum were found to be heterogeneous (Colem an et

al, 1989). A mixture of antibodies produced against an antigen contain a mixture of

specific antibodies for different determinants of the antigen. Researchers were

pursuing the antibody structure, and its relationship to antibody specificity, and other

functional activities (Coleman ef af 1989), but only homogenous antibodies could give

this information. ln 1973, Cotton and Milstein fused rat and mouse myeloma cells that

formed hybrids capable of secreting both immunoglobulins (Kohler and Milstein, 1g75)

In 1975, Kohler and Milstein described a method for the production of antibodies

of a pre-defined specificity (Kohler and Milstein, 1975). The cell lines were made by

fusing mouse myeloma and mouse spleen cells from an immunized donor. The

resultant was an immortal antibody secreting clone. The spleenocyte myeloma cell

hybrid was selected for by Hypoxanthine-Aminopterin-Thymidine (HAT) medium.

Aminopterin functioned in the medium by blocking purine synthesis, causing cells to

use the alternative purine pathway for grovuth. Myeloma cells died, since they did not

possess the enzyme (hypoxanthine phosphoribosyl transferase [HGPRT]) required for

this pathway to function (Coleman ef a/, 1989). Spleenocytes died naturally within a

few days. However, the hybridomas had a specific growth rate of O.O42 to 0.021 h-1.

Cultures of antibody producing cells were identified. Single cells from these cultures

were isolated and allowed to undergo division in order to establish a cell line which

produces a specific monoclonal antibody. Figure 1.1 shows a procedure for

construction of hybridomas and selection of an antibody-secreting hybridoma (Coleman

et al, 1989). Spleen cells are taken from an immunized animal and fused to a myeloma

cell line that has been selected for its inability to secrete antibodies. A further

characteristic from the myeloma is used as a genetic marker, which will distinguish

them from the hybridomas which are derived from the fusion of the myeloma and a B

cell lymphocyte. The hypoxanthine-guanine phosphoribosyl transferase (HGpRT)

enzyme is a commonly used genetic marker for this task (Colem an et al, l 969).



Figure 1.2 shows how the antibody producing hybridomas are selected

(modified from Butler, 1987). Cells can normally synthesize nucleotides from simple

precursors. Addition of aminopterin blocks this pathway, forcing the cells to use the

salvage pathways. The salvage pathways convert thymidine, hypoxanthine, and

guanine to their corresponding nucleotides.

Cells that have a defective HGPRT gene will not grow in the presence of

aminopterin wifl die, as they are unable to utilize the salvage pathways. This feature

will cause myeloma cells that have not fused to spleen cells to die. Unfused spleen

cells die, as they cannot survive in vitro. Only the fusion of a spleen cell with a

myeloma cell ensures their survival. The medium in which hybridomas are selected for

is called HAT medium (hypoxanthine, aminopterin,, and thymidine) (Bufler, 1gg7).

The clones are then grown, and tested for their specificity by an immunoassay

of supernatant medium with an appropriate antigen or target cells attached to

microtitration plates (Freshney, 1987). Enzyme conjugated antimouse immunoglobulin

may be used to detect the antigen, antibody complex.

The clones that test positive are recloned, retested, and frozen to ensure

antibody production, and steady growth maintained (Bufler, 1gg7).
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Figure 1.1. Production of monoclonal antibodies. Spleen cells or lymphocytes from an
immunized mouse are fused with myeloma cells. The cells are suÀp"nOeO ¡n select¡on
medium, distributed into multiwell plates, and cultured. The selection medium supports
growth of hybridomas (lymphocytes fused with myeloma cells) but not myeloma cells.
Unfused spleen cells or lymphocytes die naturally within a few days. Culture
supernatants are screened for antibody when cell growth is observed. Single
hybridoma cells, from any well containing antibody, are cloned so that monoclonal
antibodies can be produced in culture, or as ascites in mice (Fusing agents used are
Sendai virus, or more commonly polyethylene glycof, selection medium-used in HAT).
Myeloma cells are killed in HAT since aminopterin blocks synthesis of purine and
pyrimidines as myeloma cells do not possess an enzyme HGPRT, which would permit
them to use an alternative metabolic pathway. Using hypoxanthine, spleenocytes and
hybridomas possess HGPRT, it can therefore use lrypoxanthine which allows for the
selection of hybridomas (Colema n et al, 1gg9) .
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1.2 The Use of Mammalian Cells in Producing Monoclonal Antibodies

Mammalian cells, although having some disadvantages, appear to be the best

route at this point in time for obtaining therapeutic monoclonal antibodies. Attempts to

increase product formation rates in mammalian cells has been progressing (Wilson,

1984). Microbial production of monoclonal antibodies has been considered, as

mammalian cells grow more slowly, are more sensitive to shear, and require more

expensive media than yeast (Colby et al, 1984). Microbial antibody production has

been attempted in E. coli (Boss et a/, 1984). Heavy and light chains of the antibody

were expressed, and secreted, however there was little, if any glycosylation observed,

as well as H-chain - L-chain association. Antibody production using Saccharomyces

cerevisiae by Wood et al (1985) showed that a significant proportion of yeast heavy

chain is N-glycosylated. Yeast and mammalian heavy chain will probably differ in

carbohydrate composition, especially if the yeast heavy chain has outer chain

oligosaccharides (Chapman and Kornfield, 1979; Ballou, 1982; and Colby et al,1984).

Ozturk ef a/ (1990) used two murine hybridoma cell lines (167.4G5.3 and S3H5y

2bA2) which were adapted to grow in low serum and serum-free media by a weaning

procedure. 167.4G5.3 produced less total lgGl after adaptation to low serum, while

S3H5/y2bA2 cells had higher antibody concentrations after adaptation due to higher

growth rates and cell concentrations. Again, antibody productivity in low serum or

serum-free media appeared to be cell line dependent.

Monoclonal antibody production has been observed to occur throughout the

growth of a batch culture and stationary phase has been previously examined (Biblia

and Flickinger, 1991). ln batch culture, mammalian cells rapidly utilize glucose and

glutamine (both are the major energy sources of mammalian cells) during the mid-

exponential phase, causing the cells to enter the stationary phase due to a lack of

nutrients (Schneider et al, 1990). Antibody production occurs throughout the mid-



exponent¡al phase, into the stationary phase, where antibody production rates increase

(Reuveny, s. ef a/, 1986). Several researchers (Tolbert et al, 1gg5, N. Emery, 19g6),

have noted that maintaining hybridomas under conditions of slow growth (perfused

systems, immobilized cell reactors) caused specific antibody production to be higher as

growth rates decreased, suggesting that antibody synthesis might be non-growth

associated.

Although an antibody is not a primary metabolite (Stryer et al 19gg),

manufacturing such a large protein molecule would expend energy from the cell. The

major carbon and energy sources of hybridomas are glucose and glutamine

(McKeehan, 1986; Jenkins et al, 1992). Under such conditions of a continuous

perfusion, providing hybridoma cells with fresh medium, non-growing hybridoma cells

could maintain a sufficient pool of assembly mediating factors to sustain or even

increase antibody assembly rates as growth rate decreases.

Eagle first demonstrated (Eagle, 1955) that mammalian cells could be grown in

a medium consisting of a given amount of amino acids, vitamins, cofactors,

carbohydrates, and salts supplied with a small amount of serum. Eagle developed this

formulation to aid in the identification of the specific requirements for growth, since

serum is chemically undefined.

ln 1976, Hayashi, and Sato (1976) demonstrated that replacement of serum by

hormones permited growth in a defined medium. They showed that medium

supplemented with hormone substitutes for serum could allow growth of cells, without

altering the characteristics of the individual cells, or the overall population

Replacement of serum to serum-free medium is benefícial, because of the high

cost involved in purchasing serum (Ozturk et al, 1991), separation of serum proteins

from products (Ozturk et al, 1991), contamination (Glassy et al, 19BB), and factors

present in the serum which could be inhibitory to antibody secretion (Glassy et al,

1988)' Table 1.1 shows the advantages and disadvantages of serum-free media for
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hybridomas (Glassy et al, 1988). Hybridoma cell lines must first be cloned in low serum

conditions, and then gradually adapted to culture in a protein and serum-free defined

medium (ozturk et al, 1991; Schneider and Lavoix, lggo). yen and Doigou (19g3)

culturing human lymphocytes found that doubling times between serum and serum-free

media comparable. However, cells conditioned to grow in low serum, or serum-free

media, by an adaptation procedure often have better grovuth. lf the cells are

maintained in low-serum, or serum-free for a long enough time span, they typically

acheive higher growth rates than media containing higher serum levels (Maur, 1986).

o



Table 1.1. Advantages and disadvantages of serum-free media for hybridomas
(Glassy et al, 1988).

Advantages:

1) Consistent and chemically defined composition.

2) lmproves reproducibility of cell culture growth and product yield.

3) Decreases potential of contamination.

4) Reduces difficulty and savings with a low protein serum-free formulation.

Disadvantages:

1) Requires optimization for each hybridoma.

2) Applicable serum-free media have not been developed for all cell lines.

3) May require serum hormones and growth factors which are difficult to isolate and
purify.

4) Frequently results in longer lag periods.

5) Cell growth rate maximum cell density and cellviability are often lower.

6) Protease inhibitors in serum may help protect cells from enzymes such as trypsin.
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1.3 Glucose and Glutamine Metabolism

Glucose and glutamine are the major energy sources used by iransformed

mammalian cells in tissue culture (Miller ef a/, 1989). The major product of glucose

metabolism, is lactate (Miller et al, 1989). CO2 is another product which occurs upon

oxidation through the TCA pathway (Lanks ef a/, 19BB). The major end products of

glutamine metabolism are lactate, CO2, ammonium ion, aspartate, glutamate, and

alanine (Lanks and Li, 1g8B; Haggstrom, 1gg1 ; Wu ef a/, 1gg1).

Glucose may be used by cultured cells as a substrate to form pyruvate, the

pentose phosphate pathway (PPP) for producing NADPH + H+ for the biosynthesis of

fipids and other cellular compounds, and ribose-S-phosphate for nucleic acids

(Coleman etal, 1989; Schroeref af 1983). Figurel.3illustratestheroutesof glucose

metabolism (adapted from Stryer, 1gB8).

Changing the glucose concentration from 10 pM to 5 mM in batch culture

dramatically increases the specific glucose consumption rate (Zielke et al, 1g7g). The

specific glucose consumption rate is unaltered by further increases in glucose

concentration (Low and Harbour, 1985). Rat hepatanoma cells cultured with glucose

concentrations < 5 mM only had half of the glucose incorporated into nucleotides. At 5

mM glucose, 90% was converted to lactate (Miller ef a/, lggg).

ln most tissues, glycolysis is inhibited upon the availability of oxygen. pasteur

first noticed this in yeast, and was named the "Pasteur Effect" by Warburg (Warburg,

1956)' Respiration is more efficient than fermentation from an energetic viewpoint.

Thirty eight ATP can form from 1 glucose molecule passing through the TCA cycle, as

opposed to 2 ATP produced from glucose forming lactate (Stryer, 1gB8). The pasteur

Effect does not occur in some tissues; even in the presence of oxygen there is a high

glycolytic flux. This fact has been termed aerobic glycolysis, and it has different

causes, depending upon the tissue under study (Krebs, 1g72; sols, jg7s). The
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addition of glucose has been shown to decrease the specific oxygen consumption rate

(Glacken et al, 1988). and the extent of glutamine metabolism (Glacken et at, 19gB)

Glutamine is considered a major carbon and energy source of rapidly dividing

mammalian cells in culture (Ozturk,and Palsson, 19g1; Reitzer et al, lg7g,Zielke et al,

1984)- However, glutamine may also undergo complete oxidation to CO2 via the TCA

cycle, or partial oxidation to 3 or 4 carbon products such as lactate, alanine, or

aspartate, as shown in Figure 1.3. The latter process, known as glutaminolysis, has

been shown to provide a substantial proportion of the cellular energy requirement in

transformed cells (Haggstrom, 1991;Lanks and Li, 19BB; Wu ef a/, 1g91). Glutamine is

the most abundant amino acid in the plasma, and plays a crucial role in cellular

physiology (Brosnan et al, 1987; Haussinger, 1990). Glucose has been assumed to be

the primary energy source for cultured cells because of the rapid metabolism of glucose

to lactate (Levintou, 1961;Morrel and Froesch, 1g73; paul, 196s). However, glutamine

metabolism has been shown to provide 30-65% of the energy for mammalian cell

growth (Reitzer et al, 1979; Zielke, et al ,1994).

Eagle stated that glutamine plays a critical metabolic role for the growth of

cultured cells as well as serving as a protein precursor (Eagle, 1g5S). Glutamine is

transported into the cell by system Nm. System Nm is a sodium dependent system

which transports glutamine, histidine, and asparagine. This system is pH independent,

but hormone sensitive, particularly to glucocorticoids and insulin (Hundal et al, 1987).

Upon glutamine beingtransported into a cell, it can be catabolized via glutaminolysis, or

incorporated into protein or nucleotide synthesis (Medina and Decastro, 1g90). Figure

1.3 represents the different routes which glutamine may go upon entry into a cell.

Butler ef a/ (1990b), measured the flux of glutamine through the membrane, and the

activíties of the enzymes of glutaminolysis and concluded that the rate limiting step of

the metabolism of glutamine was membrane transport into the cell. The activity of the
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"1)

H+.

enzyme, glutam¡ne dehydrogenase (GDH) increased to a low level, while glutamate-

oxaloacetate transferase (GOT) increased to a level nearly two orders of magnitude

greater than the activity of GDH (Butler, 1990b). This suggested that transamination

was the more favored path for conversion of glutamate to a-ketoglutarate.

High ammonium ion concentrations, as a result of glutamine metabolism has

been linked with cell growth inhibition (Butler and Spier, 1984', McQueen and Bailey,

1990a). Boron et al (1976), observed that measurements of NH4o caused decreases

in intracellular pH, involving the uptake of the weak acid NH4+ into the cytoplasm

causing acidification. McQueen and Bailey (1990b) hypothesized a sequence of

events after addition of NH4CI to a cell suspension:

NH4CI dissociates into NH4+ and Cl-, and NH4+ partially dissociates into NH3 and

2) NH3 rapidly permeates the cell membrane and reassociates into the cytoplasm,

causing an intracellular alkalinization.

3) NH4+ slowly permeates the cell membrane, driven in by the membrane potential as

well as the concentration gradient, and partially dissociates in the cytoplasm, causing

intracellular acidification.

4) When pH falls below its original steady-state value, the H+ pump is activated, and

H+ ions are pumped out of the cell to counteract the intracellular acidification caused by

the NH4+ ion.

5) NH4+ creates a persistent acid load on the cells because it sets up a proton shuttle

into the cell, in which NH4* entry is balanced by NH3 exit.
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6) The additional acid load upsets the previous equilibrium between H+ production and

exit. The value of pH reaches a new, lower steady state value, at which the net rate of

H+ entry due to NH4* leakage into the cell is actively balanced by the increased rate of

H+ exit due to active transport".

In vivo, mammalian cells remove NH4+ by converting it into urea, and excreting

it into the urine (Pitts ef al ,1947). ln vitro, there is no such mechanism, so NH4+ just

accumulates in the culture medium.

A large amount of glutamine is utilized in aerobic energy metabolism in HeLa

cells (Reitzer et al, 1979). Schneider and Lavoix (1990) reported that the mean actual

concentration of ammonia was proportional to glutamine concentration in the nutritive

medium. The result of this proportionality would lead to a large accumulation of

ammonia. Hassell and Butler (1990) have suggested replacing glutamine with

glutamate, or 2-oxoglutarate in order to reduce the ammonia concentration of the

medium.
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1..4 The specific aims of the MSc. were to:

1) Adapt hybridoma CC9C10 cells to varying concentrations of dichloroacetic acid

(DCA) in Royal Park Memorial lnstitute (RPMI) medium, Dubelccos's Mínimal Essential

Medium (DMEM), and Hybridoma Serum-Free Medium (HSFM), and study its effect on

cell growth, glucose consumption, lactate production, oxygen consumption, and

monoclonal antibody production. DCA has previously been shown to exert its effects

on the pyruvate dehydrogenase enzyme (Whitehouse ef al, 1gT3), which would lower

lactate, pyruvate, and alanine levels.

2) Examine glucose metabolism (TCA cycle, ppp, and glycolysis), and glutamine

metabolism (end product analysis) of hybridoma CCgC10 cells taken from mid-

exponential phase to determine eacch percentage of cellular energy generated from

glucose and glutamine metabolism.

3) Adapt CC9C10 hybridoma cells to alternative carbohydrate sources, examining their

effects on cell growth, lactate production, and monoclonal antibody production.

4) To determine the effect of dissolved oxygen concentrations (1Oo/o, SOo/o, and 100%

air saturation) upon a hybridoma culture grown in a fermentor setup in chemostat mode

with respect to glucose and glutamine metabolism.

5) A metabolic comparison between hybridoma CC9C10 and its parent myeloma cell

line SP2/0, to determine if there were any significant metabolic differences between the

two. As hybridoma CC9C10 is the resultant of a fusion between a spleenocyte and

myeloma cell, it theoretically has 50% of its myeloma parents genetics. Differences in
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the levels of metabolism between the two cell lines may lend information as to what

percentage of cellular energy is required for antibody production.

Ïhe objectives discussed above are important for optimizing hybridoma cell

growth under different parameters with respect to glucose and glutamine metabolism.
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CF{APTËR 2

2.0 General Materials and Methods

2.1.0 Gell Line

a) The cell line chosen for experimentation was the mouse-mouse hybridoma

cell line CC9C10. The hybrid cell line CC9C10 secretes a monoclonal antibody (lgGirc)

that binds insulin from human, beef, pork, rabbit, and sheep. The hybridoma was

produced by fusing lymph node cells of a BALB/c mouse immunized with beef insulin

with the SP2/O-4914 ceil line (Schroer et at, 1983).

b) The SP2/0 myeloma cell line was chosen for a metabolic comparison with

hybridoma CC9C10 (Shulman et at,1978).

Both cell lines were shown to be mycoplasma-free by routine testing in an

independent laboratory (Rh pharmaceuticals).

2.1.1 Growth of Cells

a) The hybridomas were grown to stationary phase culture or a suspension

culture' The hybridomas were grown in tissue flask (150 cm2 T-flask) culture, where

cefls grew in suspension. Growth limitation was a problem for cells under these

conditions, as spatial concentration gradients of metabolites can affect the mass

transfer rates between the cells, liquid phase, and gas phase (Katinger and Schreirer,
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1985). Due to the limitations of this system, it was used for maintaining cell lines, or

experiments which required a large number of different cultures.

b) Suspension cell cultures were maintained by growing cells in Bellco spinner

flasks of either 100 ml or 250 ml volume capacity. A magnetic stirrer was set at 80 rpm

causing mixing of the cells, and media, ensuring that metabolites and cells were

uniform throughout the culture, and that oxygen would not become limiting. Stirring of

a culture promoted oxygen diffusion into the medium. The spinning of cultures were

not be carried out at too fast rates, as mammalian cells are more sensitive to shear

than bacteria or yeast (Miller et al, 1988). The cultures were incubated at 37oC under a

5o/o ot 1Oo/o CO2 overlay depending upon whether the cells were grown in RPMI

medium, or DMEM based media, respectively.

c) Hybridomas were grown in 1.2liter cultures in a Celligen (New Brunswick) bioreactor

ata stirring speed of 100 rpm at 37oC under alOo/o CO2 overlay. Airsaturation of the

fermentor were set at 10o/o 50% and 100o/o to increase the oxygen concentration at

each different level. A chemostat mode was maintained at a constant dilution rate of 1

volume per day.

d) Cells were cultured in 1.5 liter cultures in a LH (LH Series 210) bioreactor at a

stirring speed of 100 rpm at 37oC under a 10o/o CO2 overlay. Air saturation levels were

set at 50%. A chemostat mode was maintained at a constant dilution rate of 0.5

volumes per day.
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2.1.2 Grovvth Medium Preparation

The growth medium consisted of either Royal Park Memorial lnstiiute medium

(RPMI) (Moore, 1967), Dubelccos Minimal Essential Medium (DMEM) (Dubelcco and

Freeman, 1959), and DMEM - Hams F12 (Ham, 1965) (an equivalent amount of

powdered DMEM and F-12) supplemented with serum, hybridoma serum-free medium

rM (HSFMTM) purchased from GIBCO, or a serum-free medium (made in house):

a) RPMI and Fe-enriched calf serum were purchased from GIBCO. Glutamine and

glucose were purchased from Sigma. Glucose, and glutamine were added to the

media at concentrations of '10 mM or 20 mM, and 2 mM, respectively. Following this,

the media were filter sterilized using Acrocap filters from Gelman Sciences, into sterile

500 ml bottles. Calf serum was added to the media such that the final concentration

was 10% (v/v).

b) DMEM and Fe-enriched calf serum were purchased from GIBCO. Glucose and

glutamine were added to the medium at concentrations of 17.5 mM, and 4 mM,

respectively. The appropriate mixture of powdered DMEM was added, and suspended

to the appropriate volume. The media was filter sterilized using a Gelman filter from

Gelman Sciences, into sterile bottles. Fe-enriched calf serum was added to media, so

the final concentration was lOo/o (v/v).

c) Hybridoma Serum- Free Medium rM

d) The serum-free medium consisted of the following ingredients: Powdered F12 and

DMEM (glutamine-free, glucose-free, and phenol red-free) were purchased from

GIBCO, glucose, glutamine, phenol red, insulin, transferrin, Pluronic F-68 (Pluronic F-
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68 is a powder added to medium aiding in increasing the viscosity of the medium),

phosphoethanolamine, ethanolamine, and NaSe were purchased from Sigma. Table

2.1 illustrates the preparatíon of the serum-free medium.

2.1.3 CCgCl0 Hybridoma Gell Line Maintenance and Routine SubCulturing

A sample of cells from a culture in the mid-log phase was added to growth

medium such that the seeded cell density was 1 x 105 cells/ml. The caps were left

loose to allow gas equilibrium and pH stabilization, as closing caps was observed to

decrease cell health and density. The flasks were stored in a CO2 incubator at 37oC

with a 5o/o, ot 1Oo/o CO2 overlay. Cells used for experimentation were either grown in

100 ml or 250 ml Bellco spinner flasks as described above (2.1.1 b), except those

cultures were stirred at 80 rpm.

2.1.4 Cell Counting

Samples of cell suspension (500 pl) were diluted 1:1 with 0.4o/o trypan blue in

phosphate buffered saline (PBS) (Butler and Jenkins, 1989). Two grids of a

haemocytometerwere loaded with cell suspension and 10 squares counted. The cells

which did not take up stain were counted as viable, and those which appeared blue

were counted as non-viable. Cell counts were averaged from the 10 squares, and

multiplied by 2x 104 to give cells/ml. Total cell counts were determined by adding the

total viable and non-viable cell counts.
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Table 2.1 Preparation of Serum-Free Medium.

F-12from Powder: NaHCO3 to 3.7 gll
Glutamine to I mM (0.513 g/l)

DMEM:

Glutamine free Glutamine to 4 mM (0.293 g/l)
Glucose free
Phenol Red free Phenol Red at 15 mg/l

Serum-free medium:

250 ml F12 + 250 ml DMEM: 6 mM glutamine
17.5 mM glucose
8.1 mg/l phenol red

Addition to 500 ml media:

Concentration of
Stock Solution

Volume Added to

10 ¡rg/ml

Bovine Transferrin

O.1o/o (w/v)

Ethanolamine

Sodium Selenite 1 x 1o-5 H¡
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2.2 Cryopreservation of Hybridoma Cells

2.2.1 Freezing Procedure

Cells were frozen in liquid nitrogen for long term storage. A cell suspension was

centrifuged at 1000 rpm for 5 minutes. The cell pellet was re-suspended in cell cufture

freezing medium (DMEM-F12 + 1)o/o calf serum + 1O% dimethylsulfoxide) such that the

final cell density was 1 x 107 cells/ml. 1 ml aliquots of this cell suspension were added

to freezing ampoules. The ampoules were sealed and placed into a foam box with ice

at -80oC overnight. The ampoules were fixed into freezing canes, and placed in a

liquid nitrogen cylinder on the following day.

2.2.2 Recovery from Liquid Nitrogen

An ampoule of frozen cells was removed from liquid nitrogen, and rapidly

thawed at 37oC in a hot water bath. The cell suspension was transferred to a sterile

plastic centrifuge tube (15 ml, Corning), and 10 ml of growth medium added. The cells

were pelleted by centrifuging at 1500 rpm for5 minutes. The cells were re-suspended

in an appropriate volume of growth medium such that the cell density was 2 x'105

cells/ml.
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2.3 Analysis of Culture Media

2.3.1 Glucose and Lactate Concentrations

Cell free samples (25 ¡tl) of culture supernatant were injected into a ySf Model

27 lndustrial Analyzer . The instrument was fitted with the appropriate membrane for

determining glucose or lactate concentrations. The analyzer was calibrated by the

injection of standard glucose solutions (25 pl;200 mg/dl and S00 mg/dl). For lactate

measurements, the analyzer was calibrated by the injection of standard lactate

solutions (25 pl; 44.5 mgtdt and 133.6 mg/dt).

2.3.2 Monoclonal Antibody Determination

Monoclonal antibody levels were determined by two methods:

1) Enzyme Linked lmmunoSorbent Assay (ELISA) assay for cells cultured with serum.

2) ProAna rMMabs column for ceils curtured in serum-free medium.

2.3.2.1 ELISA Assay (Good for one plate)

2.3.2.1.1 ELISA Reagents

10x PBS

10.529/l Na2HPO4

3.09 g/l NaH2PO4

8.5 g/l NaCl pH adjustedtoZ.2
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0.1 M Carbonate Buffer

3.18 g/l Na2CO3

5.88 g/l NaHCO3 pH adjusted to 9.5

Substrate Buffer

7 .51 gll glycine

0.203 g/l MgCl2..H20

0.136 gllZnCl2 Added to 980 ml of water, pH adjusted to 10.4 with
NaOH, and brought up to 1 I

2.3.2.1.2 ELISA Procedure

1) NUNC 96 well plates were coated (100 pl/well)with goat anti-mouse immunoglobulin

G (lgc) 1/1000 dilution in 0.1 M carbonate buffer pH 9.5. The plate was covered with

parafilm and incubated overnight at 4oC. For 1 ELISA plate: 12 ¡rl antimouse lgG and

12ml of carbonate bufferwere mixed together, and 100 pl was placed into each plate

well.

2) Phosphate buffered saline (PBS) - O.1o/o Tween preparation:

l0 ml PBS (10x concentrate)

360 ml H2O

f00 pl Tween 20

3) After overnight incubation, wells were washed 4 times with 200 pllwell PBS-O.1%

Tween. PBS-O.1% Tween was left in wells 5 minutes each time, and the liquid was

tapped out firmly. All subsequent washes were perlormed this way.
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4) PBS-1% bovine serum albumin (BSA) preparation:

2.5 ml 10x pBS

22.5 ml H2O

0.25 g BSA

5) Wells were blocked with 200 ¡rl/well PBS-O.1% BSA. The plate was lncubated for 1

hour at 37oc (Parafilm was put over the plate to avoid co2 exchange).

6) wells were washed three times with 200 ¡rr/well PBS-O.1% Tween.

7) PBS-O.1% BSA preparation: 5 mt 10x pBS

45 ml H20

0.05 g BSA

8) Monoclonal antibody standards preparation: Dilutions were prepared in the range of

0.35 pg/ml to 0.00273 ¡rg/mt using pBS-0.1% BSA as the diluent. i.e. lf the

monoclonal antibody (Mab) standard was 100 pg/ml, 10 pg Mab + 990 ¡rl PBS-O.1%

BSA was added -+ 1 ¡rg/ml. Add 300 pl of PBS-O.1% BSA to 7 more tubes and 1 in 2

dilutions performed.

9) Unknown preparation: The difutions were made in PBS-O.1% BSA. Dilution's were

made from 1 in 200 to 1 in 1600.

10) Standards and unknowns were added to wells (100 pllwell) in duplicate.

11) The plate was incubated for I hour.

12) wells were washed four times with 200 pllwell pBS-0.1% BSA.
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13) Goat-antimouse lgG alkaline phosphatase preparation. 6 pl + 12 ml pBS-g.1%

BSA. 100 pllwell was added, and incubated for 30 minutes at 37oc.

14) Wells were washed four times with 200 ptlwelt PBS-O.1 % BSA..

15) Substrate preparation: A 15 mg tablet of p-nitrophenyl phosphate was thawed

before hand. The tablet was added to 15 ml substrate buffer during the last wash with

PBS-O.1% Tween (Step 14). 100 pl substrate/well added.

16) A kinetic run was performed over 30 minutes (measuring O. D. at 405 nm) or

incubated at 37oC for 30 minutes in a Thermomax Plate Reader (Molecular Devices)

and an end point reading was taken. A program called Softmax was linked to the

Thermomax via computer. A standard template was prepared and used for all plates.

The template contained Mab standards, and blanks, and diluted samples as previously

mentioned. the Softmax offered two methods of determining antibody quantity. kinetic

run, or an endpoint reading. During a kinetic run, the Thermomax was set to read the

plates every 10 seconds. A plot of ÁO.D. vs. time was displayed for every well.

Antibody concentration was determined on the basis of the slope of the kinetic run.

The end point reading was determined by a final determination of O.D. to determine the

antibody concentration (pg/ml).
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2.3.2.2 ProAna rMMabs Column

This column was purchased as a kit from Biofytica, a division of HyClone. The

ProAna rMMabs was used for the detection of monoclonal antibodíes. lt was delivered

as a complete kit, ready to run in an HPLC system. Developed by Perstep Biolytica,

ProAna rMMabs was optimized for rapid quantitative analysis of monoclonal antibodies

from crude samples i.e. fermentation broth.

The ProAna rMMabs column was s0 x s mm, consisting of a 10 pM

selectisphere HPLC silica support to which bacterial F" receptor was attached. The

ProAna rMMabs binding, and elution buffer concentrates were diluted with de-ionized

water, followed by filtration (0.a5 pm). The pH of the Binding Buffer should be

5.0 10.'10. ThepHoftheElutionBuffershouldbel.6rO.05. lf required,thepHwas

adjusted by adding HCI or NaOH.

Monoclonal antibodies were detected by absorbance at 280 nm. To evaluate

antibody quantity, a standard curve was made by plotting the peak height of the eluted

peaks versus the concentration of lgG standard. One ml samples were injected and

run in an analytical cycle.

This column was only used for analysis of serum-free medium, as medium

containing serum contains a high background level of lgG antibodies.
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Table 2.2 A.typical analytical cycle for HpLC.

Time (min) Event Buffer Flow Rate
(ml/min)

0 lnjection

o-2 Sample loading
and washing

Binding Buffer 2

2-4 Elution Elution Buffer 3

4-7 Equilibration Binding Buffer 2
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2.3.3 Glutamine Assay Procedure (adapted from Lund, 1986)

2.3.3.1 Glutamine Assay

Principle:

Reaction #1
(Endpoint)

glutaminase

L-glutamine + H2O
¡+

L-glutamate + NH4+

Reaction #2

ADP
L-glutamate+NAD++H2O

gfutamate

dehydrogenase

2-oxoglutarate + NH4* + NADH

The optimum pH for reaction #1 (glutamine hydrolysis) was 5.0 carried out in

acetate buffer. The equilibrium of reaction #2 favored the formation of L-glutamate. To

overcome the unfavorable kinetics a high concentration of NAD, a low proton

concentration (pH 9.0) and a trapping agent for 2-oxoglutarate (hydrazine hydrate)

were used in reaction #2 to activate glutamate dehydrogenase. Adenosine di-

phosphate (ADP) aided in enhancement of the glutamate dehydrogenase enzyme

activity.

Ïhe formation of NADH is proportional to L-glutamate in reaction #2. The

formation of NADH was measured by the change in absorbance at 340 nm vs. time

(O.D. / minute).
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2.3.3.2 Stock Solutions

1) Acetate buffer (0.5 M, pH 5.0)

a) 6.8 grams of sodium acetate was dissolved in water, and made
to 100 ml.

b) 2.9 mf glacial acetic acid was diluted up to 100 mlwith water.

67.8 ml of 1a) and32.2 ml of 1b) were mixed together. pH adjusted to
5.0.

2) Glutaminase (10 ku/l)

Glutaminase (Sigma G5382) was dissolved in 10 fold diluted acetate buffer

to obtain 10 kU/|. Aliquotwere made in 250 pl quantities.

3) Hydroxylamine (20 mM)

13.9 mg hydroxylamine was dissolved in 10 ml of water.

4) L-glutamine standard (100 mM)

146 mg L-glutamine was dissolved in 10 mlwater.

5) Tris-EDTA (Tris 0.25 M, EDTA 5 mM)

3 g of Trizma base, and 185 mg EDTA were dissolved in 100 ml of water.

6) Hydrazine hydrate 62% (wlv).

7) p-NAD (30 mM)

200 mg B-NAD (free acid) was dissolved in 10 mlwater. Aliquots were made in

1.5 ml quantities.
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8) ADP (100 mM)

48.0 mg ADP-sodium salt was dissolved in 800 ¡rl water, neutralized with

100 ¡rl NaOH (2 M), and made up to 1 mlwith water. Aliquots were made in

150 pl quantities.

9) Glutamate dehydrogenase (GDH)

Sigma G2626,2500 ku/l

10) Tris/Hydrazine buffer

9 mlTris EDTA (5) + t.1 ml hydrazine hydrate (6)were mixed together. The

pH of the solution was adjusted to 9.0 with 5 M HCI and made up to 15 ml.

The solution was stable for 1 week in the refrigerator.

Solutions 1, 3, and 5 were stored in the refrigerator. solutions 2,4,7, and g were

stored at -20oC.
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2.3.3.3 Assay

The following solutions were made prior to use. Quantities were based on a g6

well plate analysis.

Solution A: 2.16 ml acetate buffer (1)

1.1 ml hydroxyl amine (3)

1.16 mlwater

Kept in 37oC water bath, 108 pl glutaminase (2) added prior to

use.

Solution B: 2.16 ml acetate buffer (1)

1.10 ml hydroxyl amine (3)

1.265 ml water

Solution C: 9.6 mlTris/hydrazine (10)

3.1 mlwater

Put at 37oC for 15 minutes.

1.44 mt NAD (7)

144 ¡tl ADP (8)

90 pl GDH (e)

The above was added to solution C just prior to use.
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Glutamine standard: Stock solution (4) diluted to give doubling dilutions ranging from

0.5 mM to 0.03215 mM.

2.3.3.4 Assay Procedure

A NUNC 96 well plate was divided into two sections. The first section (A) was

treated with solution A (conversion of glutamine to glutamate). The second section (B)

was treated with solution B (no conversion).

1) 70 pl samples were pipetted into wells. Each sample was present in both

sections (A and B) of the g6 well plate. 70 ¡l standard glutamine solutions (in

duplicate) were pipetted on the solution A section.

2) 50 pl solution A added to section A.

50 ¡-rl solution B added to section B.

Pfates were covered with parafilm and incubated in a Thermomax

microplate reader or CO2 incubator f or 75 minutes at 37oC

(endpoint reaction).

3) After the incubation period , 120 ¡i of solution C was added to all of

the wells, and mixed once in the Thermomax plate reader (37oC)

The absorbance was read at 340 nm for 3 minutes with the

Softmax program (kinetic assay).
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2.3.3.5 Preparation of Samples

Samples to be treated with solution A had glutamine concentrations in the range

of 0.05 mM to 0.5 mM for analysis. Sampfes were diluted with water to fall within this

range. lf the expected glutamine concentration was between 2 to 6 mM, samples were

diluted 1 in 15, and 1 in 10. lf the expected glutamine concentration was between O to

1 mM, samples were diluted 1 in 5, or not diluted.

Samples which were treated with solution B should not have had glutamate

concentrations in the range of 0.005 mM to 0.5 mM. Dilutions of 1 in 5 and no dilution

of samples were found to be sufficient in batch culture samples.

2.3.4 Ammonia Concentrations

Ammonia concentrations were determined using an Orion g512 ammonia probe

connected to a Fisher Scientific accumet@ pH meter 25. A series of standards

consisting of 1 x 1o-5, 1 x1o-4,1 x 1o-3, 1 x1o-2,and 1 x 10-1 M NH4cl were used for

creating a standard curve before determination of samples. 1 ml of sample along with

l0 ¡rl of 10 M NaOH were added to a tube. A measurement from the probe was made

upon the sample giving a constant mV reading.
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2.3.5 Lactate Dehydrogenase Assay

Determination of lactate from this assay was used to determine the position of

lactate from the fractions collected from running glutamine end-point standards through

a Dowex-SOW resin column Na form; mesh size 2OO-400 (55cm x 1 cm). Lactate

concentrations were determined enzymatically by monitoring reduction of NAD during

the conversion of lactate to pyruvate by lactate dehydrogenase:

Lactate + NAD-------->Pyruvate + NADH + H+

The deproteinized samples were diluted with distilled water (4oC) to give an

appropriate concentration of lactate. For the assay, sampfe (20 pl) was added to O.S M

glycine-hydrazine buffer, pH 9.0 (2.35 pt) together with 20 ¡rl NAD (3omg/mt) in a

Falcon 96 well plate which contained 50 pl lactate dehydrogenase (1000 U/ml, diluted 1

in 5). Two wells were used as the control for determining the initial absorbance at 340

nm (no addition of LDH). A standard template was prepared for all plates. The

Thermomax plate reader was coupled to a program celled Softmax via a computer.

The template contained blank wells, control wells, and lactate standards ranging from 0

to 2 mM. Samples were diluted accordingly such that they would fall within the

standard range. After incubation at 37oC for 30 minutes, the final absorbance of each

sample was read. The lactate concentrations were determined by comparison with a

lactate standard curve (0-10 mM) prepared by replacing sample with a range of

standards diluted with perchloric acid (2oo/owlv), in the assay (Lloyd, 197g).
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2.3.6 HPLC Analysis

245 ¡tl standards and samples were added to 2 ml Eppendorf tubes and were

treated with 5 pl of 0.025 M L-a-amino-n-butyric acid. 250 pl of 10% trichloroacetic acid

was added. The samples were centrifuged at 13,000 rpm for 5 minutes at 4oC. The

supernatant was removed and 500 p,l of 0.2 M sodium borate buffer pH 10.4 was

added. The tubes were again centrifuged at 13,000 rpm for 5 minutes at 4oC. 25O ¡il

of sample was placed into a 500 ¡r.l microfuge tube, and analyzed following the

incubation of the sample with 250 pl orthophthalaldehyde reagent for 1.7 minutes. The

samples were injected into an Alltech C-18 reverse phase column using a Shimadzu

SIL-94 auto injector. The column was controlled by an LKB 2100 series high

performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) system. Results were analyzed using an

LKB 2100 integrator unit and Wavescan v.1.Q2 software.

2.3.7 Determination of Oxygen Consumption

Hybridoma CC9C10 cells were grown in the presence or absence of 1 mM

dichloroacetic acid in hybridoma serum-free medium (HSFM). Cells were adapted for 3

passages before the experiment. The cell suspension was placed in a Kontes flask

such that there was no head space. A type P2 polarographic probe was connected to

the Kontes flask to measure oxygen consumption. The oxygen probe was connected

to a model 703 P oxygen meter for a visual display of oxygen consumption. The

oxygen probe and meter were purchased from Uniprobe lnstruments Limited. The

Kontes flask was sealed such that only oxygen within the flask was accessible to the

CC9C10 cells. The cells were shaken on a New Brunswick shaker base at B0 rpm, at

37oC. Cells in this experiment were grown to mid-exponential phase, before
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exper¡mentation. Once the cells reached mid-exponential growth, they were

resuspended in Krebs Henseleit Bicarbonate Buffer at a density of 1 .5 x 107 cells/ml.

Each measurement was performed in duplicate.

2.4.0 Glucose Separation by use of Amberlite or Dowex-1 Anion Exchange Resin

2.4.1 Resin Preparation

New resin (100 g) was washed with 2 liters of 0.5 M NaOH, followed by 2 liters

of 0.5 M HCI to remove any impurities from ihe resin. The resin was washed with

distilled water until the pH was neutral. A 0.5 M sodium tetraborate solution was added

to the anion exchange resin. The mixture was swirled occasionally throughout the day,

and allowed to sit overnight in order to convert the resin to the borate form. The resin

was filtered using hardened filter paper (Whatman No. 50), and washed with distilled

water until the pH was near neutral. The resin was stored as a slurry. The resin was

filtered at least once a month, and resuspended in fresh distilled water.
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2.4.2 Column Setup

D-[3-3H]-glucose encountering the aldolase enzyme releases 3H2O, which is an

indicator of the glycolytic flux (Bontemps ef al, 1978). To quantify the rate of the

glycolytic flux, the 3HOH required separation from the O-¡S-3H1-gtucose. This was

accomplished by Amberlite or Dowex-1 anion exchange resin in the borate form. 1 ml

of resin (1 cm3¡ was packed in Polyprep columns for the separation of 3HOH and

O-¡S-3H1-gtucose. tne 3nOH eluted with distilled water while the glucose remained

bound to the resin. Following elution of 3HOH, the D-[3-3H]-glucose was eluted using

3M acetic acid.

2.5.0 Use of Radiolabelled Glucose and Glutamine Molecules in Metabolic Flux
Determination

2.5.1 Radiolabelled Molecules

2.5.1.1 Glucose

Butler ef a/ (1990a) showed previously that the flux of glucose entering the TCA

cycle, and PPP are minimal, as compared to the glycolytic flux to lactate.

D-¡t-1aç¡-glucose is used to determine the PPP flux. Upon glucose entering

the PPP, it becomes 6-phosphogluconic acid, and then loses a carbon atom in the C1

position as CO2 when being converted to ribose-5-phosphate (Butler, 1990a). Upon D-

¡6-14C;-gtucose entering the TCA cycle, it will undergo several rounds, before the

carbon atom at the C6 position will be given off as COZ ( Butler, 1990a). To determine

the real value of the PPP, the D-[6-14ç1-glucose value must be subtracted from the D-
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[1-14C]-glucose, as D-¡t-1aç¡-glucose entering the TCA cycle will also have its carbon

atom in the C1 position given off as CO2 (Butler, 1990a).

D-[S-3H-1-glucose releases 3HOH when entering the glycolytic pathway. This is

an indicator of the flux through the aldolase reaction which is a committed step of

glycolysis (Bontemps, 1978).

Since the radiolabelled glucose molecules release labeled byproducts which are

equivalent to one glucose molecule entering a designated pathway (1.1 ratio), the

addition of the PPP flux value, and the glycolytic flux gives the specific glucose

consumption rate.

2.5.1.2 Glutamine

The only form of radiolabelled glutamine currently available at the time of

experimentation was uniformly labeled glutamine. This is unlike the glucose molecule

which has various forms of specifically labelled molecules.

14COZ release from glutamine illustrated the rate of glutamine oxidation i.e. the

rate at which glutamine could form end products, or complete oxidation through the

TCA cycle by CO2 release.

Ïhe pattern of glutamine metabolism was analyzed by determination of the

formation of the major metabolic end-products using a uniformly labelled substrate.

The glutamine end products were separated by methods described in this Section

2.5.5. Figure 3.1 illustrates the routes of glutamine metabolism.
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2.5.2 Etficiency of Filter paper Absorbing CO2

Filter paper (4.25 cm diameter) was saturated in 300 ¡-tl of phenylethylamine:

methanol (1:1) for absorbing l4co2produced from D-¡t-14c1-glucose and

¡6-1aC¡-gtucose, and L-[U-1aC¡-glutamine. The filter paper quenched the counts to

extent, so the efficiency of 14COZ detection bound to filter paper was examined.

Reaction flasks were filled with 1 ml growth medium (mentioned previously), and

0.45 pOi of Na14CO3. Filter pape r (4.25 cm diameter) was fotded and placed into the

center well, followed by sealing the ffask with subaseals. 300 pl of phenylethylamine :

methanol (1:1)was injected using a needle through the subaseal on to the filterpaper,

followed by 300 pl of 10% TCA injected through the side arm subaseal slowly, touching

the glass side, into the growth medium at appropriate time intervals. The flasks were

shaken at 37oC for a further 2 hours. The filter paper was removed, placed into a

scintillation vial with 5 ml of Ecolume, and placed in an LKB Rackbeta scintillation

counter for radioactivity. Samples of six were used for determining both the average

cpm of the control, and the filter paper samples. As a control, 0.45 pCi of rua14COg

were placed into scintillation vials with 5 ml of Ecolume, and counted for radioactivity.

The efficiency was determined to be g3.5% for the samples, as shown inTable 2.2.

D-

an
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2.5.3 Measurement of CO2 Evolution

Cells at mid-exponential grovrth phase were harvested by centrifugation at

1500 rpm for 5 minutes, washed three times, and re-suspended in Krebs - Henseleit

bicarbonate buffer (KHBB) pH7.4 at 1 to 1.5 x 107 cells/ml. Growth medium and a

radíolabelled substrate were placed into 1O ml Kontes side arm flasks. The

radiolabelled substrate was one of the following: 0.25 pCi L-[U-1aç1-glutamine, O.4S ¡t

Ci of D-[1-14C¡-glucose, or 0.45 pCi of D-[o-14ç]-glucose. A cell suspension (200 pt)

was added to each vial which was immediately stoppered with subaseal containing a

Kontes center well with a filter paper wick (4.25 cm diameter). The flasks were shaken

at 80 rpm in a New Brunswick G24 environmental incubator shaker at 37oC. The

14co2was trapped in 300 pl of phenylethylamine:methanol (1:1) added to the wells

by means of a syringe just prior to the injection of 300 ¡i of 10% (w/v) trichloroacetic

acid into the cell suspension. The vials were shaken for 2 hours further. The filter

paper in the center wells were removed to scintillation vials containíng 5 ml of Ecolume,

and counted for radioactivity.
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Table 2.3. Determination of percentage of ruaH14COg detected by filter paper.

Samples NaHlaCOg Absorbed on
to Filter Paper

(cpm)

NaHlaCO3 Standards
(cpm)

1 84,800 79,800

2 87,500 79,600

3 83,800 79,000

4 84,500 79,300

5 82,500 79,400

6 84,900 78,600

7 83,400 78,600

I 87,800 78,600

Average 84,800 79,200

Percentage of
Radioactivity Detected by

Filter Paper
93.5o/o
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2.5.3.1 Krebs Henseleit Bicarbonate Buffer.

Added:MgS04

KCI

KH2PO4

NaCl

L-Glucose

0.141 gll

0.350 g/l

6.90 g/l

2.O0 gil

Sodium bicarbonate 2.10 gll

The solution was allowed to stir for 5 minutes. pH was adjusted to 7.4 with 2 M NaOH

or 2 M HCl, followed by filter sterilization with 0.2 p Gelman Acrocap filters

2.5.4 Measurement of Glycolytic Flux

The glycolytic flux was determined by the release of tritium from O-¡S-3H1-

glucose. This is an indicator of flux through the aldolase reaction which is a committed

step of glycolysis (Bontemps, 1978).

Cells at mid-exponential phase were harvested as described in Section 2.5.3 for

the measurement of CO2 evolution. The cells were resuspended in KHBB pH 7.4 at I

to 1.5 x 107 cells/ml. One ml of growth medium and 1 pCi/ml of D-[S-3H]-glucose were

placed into a 10 ml reaction flask. A cell suspension of 200 ¡rl was added to the Kontes

flask, which was immediately stoppered with a subaseal. The flasks were incubated at

37oC, being shaken at 80 rpm. At appropriate time intervals, 2OO ¡il samples were

removed, and deproteinized using 50 ¡i of 20o/o perchloric acid (PCA). The protein

pellet was removed by centrifugation, and the supernatant transferred to a new

Eppendorf tube. The supernatant was neutralized with 150 pl of potassium hydroxide
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(2 M) containing triethanolamine (0.5 M). The resultant PCA precipitate was removed

by centrifugation and the 400 pl supernatant was frozen until ready for separation of

3non from O-¡S-3Hl-glucose. Upon thawing of samples, they were applied to 1 ml of

Dowex-1-borate resin packed inside PolyPrep columns. Three ml of distilled water was

added to the columns in 1 ml aliquots to elute the tritium. The entire fraction was

collected in a small beaker. The fraction was taken in triplicate samples of 100 plwith 5

ml of Ecolume, and counted for radioactivity for 5 minutes. The O-¡e-3Hl-glucose was

eluted from the column by 10 ml of 3 M acetic acid.

2.5.5 Glutamine Assay for Measurement of End Products

2.5.5.1 Separation of Glutamine End Products

Cells were taken from mid-exponential growth phase, and centrifuged at 1500

rpm for 5 minutes and washed with KHBB three times. Cells were resuspended in

KHBB at approximately 1 - 1.5 x'107 cells/ml, and kept on ice for no longer than one

hour. One point two ml of growth medium was added to a 10 ml Kontes reaction flask

with 4 ¡rCi of L-tU-14ç1-glutamine. Two hundred and thirty five pl of the cell suspension

was added to the flask, and immediately stoppered with subaseals. Two hundred pl of

the cell suspension was removed at the appropriate time intervals, and centrifuged at

1500 rpm for 5 minutes. The supernatant was removed and the cell pellet was washed

3 times with 200 pf KHBB minus glucose, plus 10 mM glutamine (KHBB + glutamine).

All of the supernatants from the washings were combined with 850 pl of 1Oo/o

TCA (with 0.1% Na azide and 10 mM glutamine) and centrifuged at 1.3 x 104 rpm for 5

minutes. The supernatant was removed, and the pellet was washed 2 times with
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150 pl of 10o/o TCA (same as above), centrifuging at 1.3 x1O4 rpm for5 minutes. The

supernatant from these two washings were combined with the other supernatant,

frozen at -20oC, and stored until ready to be run on a Dowex-SOW column. This gave

the extracellular concentration of various glutamine metabolites.

The cell pellet was resuspended in 200 ¡l of 1Oo/o TCA (same as above) and

centrifuged at 1.3 x1O4 rpm forS minutes. This procedure was repeated twice more.

All supernatant fractions were combined, and frozen at -2OoC, and stored until they

were ready to be run on a Dowex-50W column. This gave various intracellular

glutamine metabolite concentrations.

Ïhe cell pellet was resuspended in 300 pl of KHBB, and frozen at -20oC. Upon

sampling, 100 ¡rl was taken and added to 5 ml of Ecolume, and counted for

radioactivity. Samples were performed in triplicate. This indicated the amount of

glutamine incorporated into total cellular protein.

For CO2 production of L-[U-14ç]-glutamine, refer to Section 2.5.g.
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2.5.5.2 Preparation of Dowex-s0w cation Exchange Resin and column

The resin and column setup was performed by methods previously described

(Blackburn, 1978: Boyer, 1986; Dus et al, 1966; Kerese, 1994; Moore. 1968;

Spackman ef a/, 1958). Upon receiving 100 g of Dowex-SOW (mesh size 200-400)

resin, it was transferred to a Buchner funnel with hardened filter paper (Whatman No.

50). 2 liters of 0.5 M NaOH + 0.5 M NaCl were poured over the resin followed by

distilled water until the pH was neutral. Following this 2 liters of 0.5 M HCI was poured

over the resin. The washing of the resins with 0.5 M NaOH + O.S M NaCl, and O.S M

HCI was performed in order to remove any contaminants present in the resin. The

resin was washed with distilled water until the pH was neutral. The resin was added to

an Erlenmeyer flask with excess 2 N NaOH and placed in a hot water bath at SgoC for

15 minutes. This was repeated once more. The resin was filtered and washed with

distilled water until the eluate was neutral pH. The resin was stored as a slurry in 0.2 M

Na citrate pH 2.2.

The sodium citrate buffers were prepared by dissolving 0.2 M NaOH with 0.067

M citric acid (anhydrous), and 0.1o/o (w/v) Na azide in distilled water, and adjusting the

pH accordingly to 2.2, or 3.25. After each column run, 0.7 M Na citrate pH 10.g was

passed through each column to ensure all amino acids were eluted from the resin. This

bufferwas prepared by dissolving 0.7M NaOH, 0.067 M citric acid, and 0.1% Na azide

into distilled water, and adjusting the pH to 10.9.

Glass wool was added first to the bottom of a 50 cm3 buret. The resin was

poured to a dimension of 1.1 x 55 cm3, such that the resin was continuous. Sodium

citrate pH 2.2 was poured into a separatory funnel, and connected to the top of the

column 20 cm above it. No buffer was added to top up the separatory funnel contents.

The buffer was run overnight through the column to ensure that the pH was 2.2

throughout the resin. A sample with no protein and low pH was added to the top of the
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column carefully to ensure the resin bed was not disturbed. The sample was allowed to

completely drain into the resin. The column was washed with 1O ml Na citrate pH 2.2 to

ensure all positively charged species bound to the resin. This buffer was allowed to

drain completely into the resin, before changing the buffer to pH 3.25. The buffer was

run through the resin until approximately 150 fractions were collected. All samples

were collected using an LKB fraction collector set at 2 ml per fraction. Na citrate pH

3.25 was shown to elute all glutamine metabolic end products. 100 ¡rl of each fraction

was added to a scintillation vial with 5 ml Ecolume, and counted for S minutes. The

quantity of each product was determined by the area under the peaks.

2.5.5.3 Amino Acid Detection

lnitially, it was required to see what pH would elute and separate the glutamine

end products in a cation exchange column: aspartate, glutamate, alanine, lactate, and

glutamine (which may not yet have been utilized by the cells). Lactate being negatively

charged, flowed through the column freely while all amino acids present bound to the

resin. A 20 mM solution containing all of the molecules listed above was made and a

600p1 aliquot of this was added to a Dowex 50 W column (55cm x 1.1 cm). After the

fractions were collected, amino acid peaks were detected by the ninhydrin method.

Peak identification was made by enzymatic methods or high performance liquid

chromatography (HPLC). The position of lactate was determined using the LDH assay.

Figure 2.1 shows a typical separation of standard which represented glutamine end

products.
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2.5.5.4 Ninhydrin Detection of Amino Acids

The ninhydrin assay method used was that described by Moore ef a/ (1968).

ïhe buffer was made as follows:

Na Acetate Buffer 2 M pH 5.

4 M NaOH were added to distilled water, with a magnetic stirrer spinning. Upon

the NaOH dissolving, 4 M acetic acid was added. The buffer was allowed to cool to

room temperature. One part of the buffer was added to 3 parts dimethylsulfoxide. The

pH was adjusted to 5.2 with acetic acid, or NaOH.

The solution was bubbled with N2 for 15 minutes to remove any 02 still in the

solution, followed by the addition of ninhydrin (4 g/l). The stirrer speed was quick to

ensure the ninhydrin crystals dissolved readily. This was followed by the subsequent

addition of hydrindantin (0.625 g/l). These crystals took a while to dissolve, so there

was no problem stirring for 60 minutes, as the mixture was stable under NZ (g). The

mixture was stored at 0 to SoC in an aluminum foil-wrapped bottle where it was stable

for months

Assav Conditions

400 pl of a fraction sample and 1.6 ml of the ninhydrin reagent were added to a

glass testtube. Heating of the samples was performed at 100oC for 5 minutes. The

absorbance was read in a spectrophotometer at 570 nm. lf looking for proline, the

absorbance was measured at 440 nm. Since the color intensity of the ninhydrin was

proportional to amino acid concentration, Figure 2.1 was made with absorbance (570

nm) vs. fraction number to reveal peaks.
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Figure 2.1. Separation of glutamine end products. A sample containing lactate (1),

aspartate (2), glutamine (3), glutamate (4), and alanine (5) were separated using a
Dowex-SOW resin column Na form; mesh size200-400 (55cm x 1.1 cm). A 20 mM
solution containing all the compounds described above were suspended in an
appropriate volume of 10o/o TCA. The pH was 1, almost identicalto the pH of 1Oo/oTCA
with no additives. A 600 pl sample was taken from this solution and applied to the
column. Upon addition of sample, 10 ml of Na citrate pH 2.2 was allowed to flow
through the column before the elution buffer (Na citrate pH 3.25 ) in order to ensure all
positive species were bound. Ellution buffer was added to a 500 ml separatory funnel
20 cm above the column. The funnel was connected to the column and the buffer was
allowed to flow. The column height was 55 cm by 1.1 cm. Two ml fractions were
collected in an LKB fraction collector. The detection and absorbance of the amino
acids was determined by the ninhydrin assay. The absorbance was read at 570 nm.
The lactate was determined by using the LDH assay. The absorbance was read at 340
nm.
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2.6.0 Measurement of Cellular Protein

Cellular protein was determined by the Bradford assay (Deutscher, 1990). Cells

were taken from culture medium, centrifuged for 5 minutes at 1500 rpm, and washed 3

times with Krebs-Henseleit Bicarbonate Buffer (KHBB). The cells were resuspended in

KHBB such thatthe cell densitywas 1 x 106 cells per200 pl. The cell suspension was

sonicated on ice in a plastic centrifuge tube for three 30 second intervals, which lysed

the cells and prevented clumping of cell membranes. The samples were kept on ice

until ready to use. Fifty microliters of sample was taken and combined with 50 pl of

ddH2O. Four ml of Bradford reagent was added, and the samples allowed to stand for

5 minutes. The absorbance was determined using a spectrophotometer set at 590 nm.

2.6.1 Bradford Protein Assay

A description of the Bradford assay (Deutscher, 1990) is shown below with

modifications made on the volume of sample added, and the volume of Bradford

reagent added. .

Ranse: 0.2-20 pg per ml of dye reagent.

Dve Reaqent: 100 mg of Comassie Blue G was dissolved in a mixture of 100 ml 85%

phosphoric acid and 50 ml of 95o/o ethanol. After the dye had completely dissolved, the

volume was brought to one liter with cold water.

When using glass cuvettes, they were washed with acetone after every

sampling, as the dye bound to the glass. lf the dye remained bound after treatment

with acetone, the cuvettes were treated with a small amount of dimethylsulfoxide, and

rinsed thoroughly.
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At high protein values, the level of free dye became significantly depleted. The

linearity of the assay could be improved by using the formula ASSS - A¿gS to take into

account the depletion of free dye.

After several hours of incubation, the Comassie dye precipitated from the

solution. A gentle mixing of the sample before measuring the absorbance resolved this

problem.

A sample could only be read once, as dye bound to the cuvette would decrease

further absorbance readings.

Mechanism: The absorbance maximum for the dye in an acidic solution shifts from 465

nm to 595 nm after adding protein due to stabilization of the anionic form of the dye by

both hydrophobic and ionic interactions. The dye mainly reacts with arginine residues,

and to a lesser extent histidine, lysine, tyrosine, tryptophan, and phenylalanine residues

(Deutscher, 1990).
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2.7 Chemicals and Supplies

2.7.1 Laboratory Chemicals

a) Glucose, galactose, sorbitol, maltose, xylitol, fructose, lactate, methanol,

pluronic F-68, sodium chloride, sodium carbonate, sodium bicarbonate, dichloroacetic

acid, insulin, transferrin, sodium selenite, dimethylsulfoxide, ninhydrin, phenol red,

trypan blue, hydrindantin, hydrazine hydrate, brilliant blue G, sodium hydroxide,

trichloroacetic acid, triethanolamine, potassium chloride, sodium phosphate,

(ethylenedinitrilo)-tetraacetic acid disodium salt (EDTA), polyoxyethylene sorbitan

monolaurate, sodium phosphate dibasic, potassium hydroxide, zinc chloride,

magnesium sulfate, hydroxylamine, boric acid, sodium tetraborate, citric acid,

ammonium chloride, trizma base, formic acid, formic acid sodium salt,

phenylethylamine, lactate dehydrogenase, glutaminase, p-nicotinamide adenenine

dinucleotide, adenine di-phosphate, glutamate dehydrogenase, goat antimouse lgG,

bovine serum albumin powder, bovine serum albumin fraction 5 powder, p-nitrylphenyl

phosphate, alanine, glutamate, aspartate, Dowex-1 resin, Dowex-SOW resin,

ethanolamine, and phosphoethanolamine were purchased from Sigma.

b) Hydrochloric acid, acetic acid, nitric acid, and phosphoric acid were

purchased from Mallinckrodt.

c) Dubefcco's phosphate buffered saline, Dubelcco's modified essential

medium, Ham's F-12, Royal Park Memorial lnstitute medium (RPMI), and Fe-enriched

calf serum were purchased from Gibco.
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2.7.2. Supplies

a) 25,75, and 150 cm2 T-flasks; '1, 10, and 25 ml serological pipettes; 15

and 50 ml centrifuge tubes were purchased from Corning.

b) 1OO, and 250 cm3 spinner flasks were purchased from Bellco.

c) Polyprep columns, and microfuge tubes were purchased from Canlab.

2.7.3 Radioactive Chemicals

D-[1-1aç1-glucose, D-[6-1aç¡-glucose, D-13-3H]-glucose, D-tU-14ç1-glucose,

and L-¡U-14C1-glutamine were purchased from Amersham, U. K. Radioactive counts

were determined using as scintillation counter (LKB Rackbeta), and Ecolume as ihe

scintillant.
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2.8 Mathematical Formulas

2.8.1 Determination of Specific Consumption / Production Rates of Media
Components for Cells Grown in a Fermentor in Chemostat Mode:

Hybridoma CC9C1O cells were grown in a fermentor at various oxygen

concentrations, in chemostat mode. ln order to calculate the specific consumption /

production rate of media components, the following equation was derived:

dt= F¡S¡-FeSe-nvqt
dt

Where: ds represents the change in substrate concentration over time
dt

F¡S¡ represents the initial flow rate (F¡) and the initial
substrate/product concentration (S¡)

FoSo represents the final flow rate (Fo) and the final
substrate/product concentration (So)

nvqs represents cell concentration at equilbrium (n), the volume
of liquid the fermentor [v (liters)], and the specific
consumption/production rate qr.

When the fermentor was run in chemostat mode, an equilibrium is established such
that the substrate concentration, and viable cell number are constant over time. Upon
this occurring,

ds=0
dt

The formula became:

0= FiSi-FoSo-nvQs

Since the flow rates were equal D [dilution rate (liters/day)] replaced F¡ and Fo.
Rearranging the formula gave:

qr=D(Si So)
NV
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The volumetric change was 1.2 liters per day. The volume of the fermentor was 1.2
liters. Canceling units was performed as shown below:

pmol

,'_= ml 1x1O3 nmol lday * thr
9s= Too""llr-l' prot ^ 24hrr " 6omin

ml

_ dtsl:
Vs-.t 

-J"dxdt

qs = nmol/minute per 106 cetts

2.8.2 Determination of Specific Gonsumption / Production Rates of Media
Components for Cells Grown in a Batch Culture:

Hybridoma CC9C1O cells were grown in batch mode in T-flasks, or Bellco

spinner flasks. ln order to calculate specific consumption / production rates of media

components, the following equation was derived:

where: gs represents specific consumption / production rate

dts]: represents change in substrate / product
concentration over time

rt

)"dxdt represents change in cell number (dx) with time

(dÐ
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Substrate / product concentrations were determined by methods in Section 2.3.

Units of substrate / product were expressed in mM. f.drAt represents the viability

index of a culture over a specified time period. The viability index was determined by

using the Trapezoid method in SigmaPlot. At each time point in a growth curve, a

value for the viabilty index was attained. By plotting a graph of substrate or product

utilized or consumed, respectively, against the viablity index (See Figure 2.2), the

specific consumption / production rates were determined (nmol/minute per 106 cells).

Cancelling units was perfomed as shown below:

¡tmol
1x103 nmolX=o.= = ffil 

^'e 1Ooce//s

ml
pmol

ldav thrx'x
24hrs 60min

qs = nmol/minute per 106 cells

2.8.3 Determination of Doubling Time for Cells in an Exponential Growing Phase

The following formulas below were used in conjunction in order to determine the

doubling time of cells.

N=No2x

Wnere represents the final cell number 1tO6 cells/ml)

represents the initial cell number (106 cells/ml)

represents the number of generations of exponential growth

N

No

2x
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ïhe log of the formula was taken in order to simplifiy the equation:

log,oN = log.,oNo + xlogro2

., _ log,o(ru-/V")
logro2

A new equation was introduced to display doubling time (DT):

Dï= f -fo
X

Where DT represents doubling time (hours)

t represents the final time point (hours)

to represents the initial time point (hours)

x represents the number of generations of exponential growth

The procedure shown above was used in the determination of cell doubling time.
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GHAPTER 3

3.0 Effects of Dichroroacetic Acid on Hybridoma ccgc10

3.1 lntroduction

Dichloroacetate may exert many different effects, depending upon which tissue

of an organism is examined in vivo. Dichloroacetic acid (DCA) has been previously

reported to increase the respiratory quotient (rate of CO2 formation/rate of 02
consumption) and lower blood glucose concentration on injection into alloxan-diabetic

rats (Lorini and Ciman, 1962). DCA has also been shown to increase glucose

oxidation, inhibit fatty acid oxidation in skeletal muscle of diabetic rats (Stacpoole and

Felts, 1970; Stacpoole and Felts, 1971: Stacpoole, 1g89), and inhibit the oxidation of

acetate and long chain fatty acids (McAllister et al, 1g73). DCA lowers blood lactate,

pyruvate' and alanine by increased substrate utilization of pyruvate, and lowers blood

glucose by increased tissue consumption of the precursors of gluconeogenesis

(Goodman et al, 1978). ln starved rats, DCA has been shown to activate pyruvate

dehydrogenase, have no influence on net glucose utilization, and stimulate fatty acid

synthesis from isolated hepatocytes. However, in hepatocytes isolated in mealfed rats,

DCA was found to activate LDH, increase utilization of lactate and pyruvate without

affecting an increase in net utilization of glucose, and increase the rate of fatty acid

synthesis (Crabb, 1976).

Experiments conducted by Crabb et al (Crabb et al, 1gB1; Stacpoole, 19g9),

observed in vivo that DCA had no effect on normal, non-diabetic control animals. This

suggested that DCA had no effect on insulin-dependent tissues. However, on

experiment in vivo involving a normal patient with insulinized tissue upon DCA therapy

showed a decrease in blood sugar (Stacpoole ef a/, 19gg).
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Media used to grow hybridomas contains insulin, whether it is contained in calf

serum, or supplemented in serum-free medium. Experimentation was performed to

examine the possíbility that DCA would have an effect on insulinized tissues.

Dichloroacetic acid (DCA) exerts its effects by activating the pyruvate

dehydrogenase (PDHC) complex (EC 1.2.4.1). Other halogenated compounds have

also been shown to activate PDHC, but to a lesser extent (Whitehous e et al, 1973).

PDHC catalyzes the aerobic oxidation of pyruvate to acetyl-CoA (Denton et al,

1975), placing the pyruvate into the citric acid cycle. PDHC is a multi-enzyme complex

consisting of three different subunits: pyruvate dehydrogenase component,

dihydrolipoyl transacetylase and dihydroripoyr dehydrogenase. Thiamine

pyrophosphate lipamide, and flavin adenine dinucleotide serve as catalytic cofactors.

Coenzyme A, and NAD+ are stoichiometric cofactors (Stryer, lggg).

Pyruvate dehydrogenase phosphatase (PDHR) converts the inactive

phosphorylated form of PDH into the active, dephosphorylated form (Crab et al, 1g76).

DCA appears to exert its effects by non competitively inhibiting the action of

pyruvate dehydrogenase complex kinase (PDHCK) (Whitehouse, and Randle, 1g7g).

Ïhis would allow pyruvate dehydrogenase phosphatase (PDHP) to convert the inactive

phosphorylated form of PDH to the active dephosphorylated form. W¡th pDH being in

the active form, one would expect a decrease in lactate levels, with a greater flux of

pyruvate entering the TCA cycle. Decreasing lactate levels in culture medium would

prevent it from lowering the pH significantly, and allowing more energy to be produced

(glucose produces a net of 38 ATP upon complete oxidation through the TCA cycle, as

opposed to 2 ATP being produced when it forms lactate). Activation of pDH by DCA

could allow glucose to provide more energy for the cells, shunting more of it through

the TCA cycle. This may cause a higher cell density resulting in higher monoclonal

antibody productíon, which would make worth examination of DCA supplementation to

culture media. The purpose of this study was to examine cell viability, lactate
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product¡on, glucose consumpt¡on, and Mab production with respect to the addition of

DCA under different growth vessels and media .
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3.2 Materials and Methods

3.2.1 Cell line: Refer to Section 2.1.0a.

3.2.2 Culture: Refer to Section 2.1.1a and b, and 2.1.2a, b, and c.

3.2.3 Cell counting: Referto Section 2.1.4.

3.2.4 lntracellular protein content: Refer to Section 2.7.

3.2.5 Analysis of culture media: Refer to Section 2.3.

3.2.7 Determination of oxygen consumption: Refer to section 2.3.7.
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3.3.0 Results

3.3.1 Effect of DCA Addition to Hybridoma ccgcl0 Grown in RpMt in
Spinner Flasks

Hybridoma CC9C1O was grown in RpMl + 1}o/o calf serum + 20 mM glucose + 2

mM glutamine t 1.5 mM Dichloroacetic acid (DCA). The experiment was performed in

duplicate, with cells grown in the medium above with or without 1.5 mM DCA. cells
were grown in 250 ml Bellco spinner flasks at 37oC under a So/o CO2overlay. The cells

were rotated at 80 rpm using a magnetic stirrer base. J. Berry examined DCA

concentrations: 0,0.1, 0.s, 1, 1.s, 2,3,4, and s mM. rt was observed that the ceil

density in 1'5 mM DCA had 11% more growth when compared to the control (o mM

DcA)' From the resufts itt was concluded that 1.s mM DCA was the most suitable

concentration to use on ccgclo when grown in culture (Berry J., 1gg2).

Figure 3.1 illustrates the total viable celldensity of cells grown in medium with or
without 1'5 mM DCA. Both cultures peaked on day 2 , with viable cell numbe rs of 1.12

x 106' and g'34 x 105 viable cells/ml, grown with or without 1.S mM DCA, respectively.

Ïhere was no stationary phase observed for either culture. The addition of DCA to
medium, increased the final cell density by 20o/o.

Total glucose consumption and lactate production for cells grown in media with

or without DCA are shown in Figure 3.2. Cells grown with 1.s mM DCA had a lower
level of glucose consumed (5.9 mM), as opposed to 6.7 mM obtained for cells grown

without 1'5 mM DCA' Total lactate production was lowerin cells cultured with 1.s mM

DCA, at 8.28 mM, as opposed to g.9s mM forceils grown without 1.5 mM DCA. The

lactate to glucose ratios were 1.40, and 1.49, for cells grown with or without 1.s mM

DCA, respectively.
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Table 3'1 illustrates the specific glucose consumption rates for ccgc10 grown

in medium wiih or without 1.5 mM DCA. As seen in ïable 3.1, the overall specific
glucose consumption rates were simirar among both curtures.

Table 3'2 illustrates the specific lactate production rates for CC9C10 grown with

orwithout 1'5 mM DCA. As seen, there is a trend forCCgCl0 grown in the presence

of 1'5 mM DCA had a slightly lowerlactaie productíon rate as opposed to cells grown

in the absence of 1.S mM DCA.
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Figure 3.1. viable cell number of cc9clO grown +1.s mM DcA. cc9c1o celts
grown in RPMI containing 1.s mM DCA 1'¡ orwithout 1.5 mM DCA (,). (n=2).
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Figure 3.2. Glucose consumption and lactate production profiles for CCSC10
grown in RPMI + 10o/o calf serum + 20 mM glucose + 2 mM glutamine +1.S mM
dichloroacetic acid. Glucose consumption is shown cells growniitn 1*¡, or without
1 ! mM DCA (tr). Lactate production is shown for cells grown with (@) or without (O)
1.5 mM DCA. (n=2).
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Table 3.1. Specific Glucose Consumption Rates for CCgCl0 Grown in RpMl + 1oo/oCalf Serum + 20 mM Glucose + 2 mM Glutamine * 1.5 mM Dichloroacetic Acid.
(n=2).

Specific Glucose Consumption Rates
(¡rmol/106cell*days)

RPMI + 1.5 mM DCA

19.4
(r 1.e)

19.4
(r 1.e)

4.78
(t 0.26)

3.19
(r 0.06)

0.847
(r 0.08)

0.909
(r 0.08)

S. E. M. represents standard error of the mean.
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Table 3.2. Specific Lactate Production Rates for CC9C10 grown in RpMl + 1oo/o
calf serum + 20 mM glucose + 2 mM glutamine t l.S mM dichloracetic acid. (n=2).

Specific Lactate Production Rates

RPMI + 1.5 mM DCA

31.9
(!2.1)

28.7
(! 0.21)

5.87
(10.26)

4.27
(r 0.06)

5.51
(t0.44

0.686
(r 0.05)

0.82
(r 0.05)

0.455
(r 0.05)

S. E. M. represents standard error of the mean.
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3'3'2 CCgCl0 Grown in T-flasks with Serum Supplemented DMEM at Varying DCA
Concentrations

CC9C10 cells were grown in DMEM, a medium richer than RpMl (higher amino

acid, and salt concentrations). To establish what the optimal concentration for growth

of dichloroacetic acid (DCA), concentrations were o, 1, 1 .s,2,2.s,3, s, and 10 mM in

DMEM cultures. Cultures were grown in duplicate (two separate T-flasks for every

different DCA concentration), in a CO2 incubator in 1S0 cm2 T-flasks, at 37oC, under a

11o/o CO2 overlay. The cells were adapted to the various concentrations of DCA for a

minimum of 4 passages.

Figure 3.3 illustrates the viable cell densities of CCgC10 grown at various DCA

concentrations mentioned above. The cell density in DMEM without addition of DCA

peaked on day 4 at 1.42 x 106 viable cells/ml. Cultures with DCA added to the medium

also had maximal viable cell densities observed on day 4, with the exceptions being

cultureswith 2, and 10 mM DCA additions. Cells cultured with 1.5 mM DCA had the

highest viable cell density for DCA addition to cultures, at 1.SB x 106 viable cells/ml.

Cells grown in 1 , 2, 2.5, and 3 mM DCA all had similar densities. DCA did not appear

to be toxic to the cells. CC9C10 grown with 5 mM DCA reached a maximal viable cell

density of 1.01 x 106 cells/ml. Cultures supplemented with 10 mM DCA achieved a

maximal viable cell density of 8.94 x 105 cells/ml on day S. lt appeared the addition of

DCA up to a concentration of 3 mM DCA in the medium did not alter the growth phase

of cc9c10, with respect to the culture without DCA addition.

Ïhere were no apparent stationary phases observed for ccgc10 in any of the

cultures. The cells grown in all of the cultures reached the decline phase more or less

at the same time frame, suggesting that the cells were lacking some medium

component, causing them to enter the decline phase. The maximum viable cell number

vs. increasing DCA concentrations is shown in Figure 3.4. The maximum
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Figure 3.3. Viable Cell Number over time at various concentrations of
dichloroacetic acid. CC9C10 cells were grown in DMEM + 1Oo/o calf serum + 25 mM
glucose + 4 mM glutamine with dichloroacetic acid at concentrations of 0 mM (!), 1

mM (O), 1.5 mM (@), 2 mM (@), 2.S mM (@),3 mM (*), S mM 1+), and .tO mM (X) (n=2).
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1.5,2,2.5,3,5, and 10 mM (n=2).
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ffect of stimulation occurred at 1.5 mM DCA. DCA concentrations over 3 mM appeared

to be growth inhibiting to hybridoma CC9C10.

The addition of DCA, regardless of concentration appeared to have some effect

on maintaining higher viable cell numbers throughout the decline phase. Cell densities

on the last measurement of the decline phase varied from 8.58 x 105 viable cells/ml

(1.5 mM DCA culture gave the highest value) to 5.02 x 105 viable cells/ml (10 mM DCA

culture), The culture with no DCA addition to medium has a final cell density of 2.54 x

105 viable cells/ml. The reason for cultures with DCA addition had final cell densities

higher than the control was hypothesized to be due to DCA aiding in membrane

stabilization when grown with 1Qo/o calf serum.

Glucose consumption for CC9C10 grown in medium with varying concentrations

of DCA are shown in Figure 3.5. Glucose consumption is similar for CC9C10 grown

with or without DCA. Cells grown without DCA addition have a total of 17.2 mM

glucose consumed. Cells grown with DCA up to concentrations of 5 mM had similar

levels of glucose consumed, and lactate produced for cultures without the addition of

DCA. CC9C10 cell cultures with 10 mM DCA had low net glucose consumption when

compared to the other cultures. This was attributed to a lower cell number than the

other cultures.

Lactate production for CC9C10 grown in medium with various DCA

concentrations is shown in Figure 3.6. Lactate production was similar for cells grown

with or without the addition of DCA. The low lactate production value for cells grown

with 10 mM DCA is attributed to a lower cell number.

Specific glucose consumption rates were determined for all cultures grown with

or without the addition of DCA to culture medium, as shown in Table 3.3.

Dichloroacetic acid at concentrations up to 5 mM raised the consumption rate, with the

5 mM culture having the greatest effect. The remaining glucose consumption rates
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following day 2 were similar, with DCA cultures having lower specific consumption rates

than the cultures without DCA addition.

Ïable 3.4 illustrates the various specific lactate production rates for CC9CIO

grown with or without DCA between 3-5 mM had much higher specific lactate

production rates than the controls (no DCA supplementation). CC9C1o cultured

without DCA (control) had a specific lactate production rate of 23.6 pmol/106 cell*days,

on day 1. Cells grown in the presence of DCA had similar specific lactate production

rates to the controls. Following day 1, cells cultured with DCA had sligh¡y lower

production rates than the control. There was no observable trend other than the fact

that specific lactate production decreased over time. Cultures containing 10 mM DCA

appeared to be toxic to cell growth, as indicated by peak cell density.

From the results, 1.5 mM DCA was selected as the most appropriate

concentration to add to the culture medium, as indicated by batch growth profile, and

lactate production. These results were similarto experiments where 1.5 mM DCA was

added to RPMI medium.

The antibody concentration determined over the grovuth of cells in medium

containing 1'5 mM DCA is shown in Figure 3.7. The final antibody titre was 34.T pg

antibody/ml of culture medium. This value was required for comparison to CCSCIO

cultures grown in 250 ml Bellco spinner flasks

The next area of study chosen was to grow CCSCIO in DMEM + 1)o/o calf serum

+ 4 mM glutamine with or without the addition of 1.5 mM DCA, in Bellco spinner flasks,

at 37oC, under a 1Oo/o CO2 overlay, with the magnetic stirrer being rotated at gO rpm.

The only difference between this and the previous experiment was that cells were

grown in spinner flasks.
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Figure 3.5. Glucose consumption over time at various concentrations of
dichloroacetic acid. CCgCl0 cells were grown in DMEM + 1Oo/o calf serum + 25 mM
glucose + 4 mM glutamine with dichloroacetic acid at concentrations of 0 mM (tr), 1 mM
(O), 1.5 mM (w),2 mM (@), 2.5 mM (@), 3 mM C), 5 mM (+), and 10 mM (X). (n=2).
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Figure 3.6. Lactate production over time at various concentrations ofdichloroacetic acid. CC9CIO cells were grown in DMEM + 1Oo/o calf serum + 25 mMgly99t-u + 4 mM glutamine with dichloroacetic acid at concentrations of 0 mM (D), 1

TM_(O), 1.5 mM (w),2 mM (@), 2.S mM (@), 3 mM C), S mM (+), and 10 mM (X).(n=2).
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Table 3.3. .Specific.glucose coJì_s_umption rates for hybridbma CC9C10 grown at various
concentrations of dichloroacetic acid in DMEM' + 1\o/o calf seru-m. + 4 mM glutamiñe + ZS mM gtuóose . (n=Z).

Time

(Days)

Day 1

0
(+ s.E.M.t

Day 2

Specific Glucose Consumption Rates (pmol/106 cell*days)

12.1
(10.4)

Day 3

1

(+ s,E.M.)

þ.b
(10.2)

Day 4

4.35
(r0.12)

23.4
(r1.5)

1.5
l+ s.E.M.)

4.59
(10.6)

1.24
(r0.03)

S,E.M. represents standard error of the mean.

DMEM + Added Dichloroacetic Acid (mM)

4.4
(r0.03)

18.8
(r0.05)

1.37
(10.03)

2
Ir S.E.M.l

4.82
(r0.25)

26.7
(10.66)

3.16
(r0.03)

2.5
(r s,E.M.)

5.27
(È0.0e)

1.5
(r0.05)

3.3
(t0.08)

22.3
(r1)

3
(l s.E.M.)

5.69
(r0.4s)

1.02
(r0.02)

4.82
(r0.2)

22.9
(13)

5

l+ s.E.M.t

4.2
(r0.15)

0.968
(r0.04)

3.72
(r0.05)

28.4
(r1)

10
(r s.E.M.)

5.95
(r0.23)

1.72
(r0.03)

10.7
(10.1)

3.54
(r0.0e)

5.48
(r.0.03)

2.24
(r0.0e)

4.81
(r0.3e)

1.81
(r0.07)
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Table 3'4' specific lactate production rates + standard error of the mean for hybridoma ccgcl0 grown at variousconcentrations of dichloroacetic acid in DMEM + lo{o calf serum. + 4 mM glutamine + zs mM glucose. (n=2).

Time

(Days)

Specific Lactate Production Rates (pmol/1 06 cell"days)

S.E.M. represents standard error of the mean.

qMEq + Dichloroacetic Acid lmM
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Figure 3.7. Antibody concentration over time for CC9CIO grown in DMEM + 1.s
mM dichloroacetic acid. (n=2).
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3.3.3 CCgCl0 Cells Grown in Spinner Flasks Containing DMEM + 1oo/o Serum

Figure 3.8 illustrates the growth of CC9C1O over time, in DMEM + 1Oo/o calf

serum + 25 mM glucose + 4 mM glutamine t 1.S mM dichloroacetic acid. The growth of

cells was similar whether DCA was present, or absent. Cells grown with DCA

supplementation reached a 6% higher peak density than the control at 2.1x 106 viable

cells/ml. Cells grown without DCA reached 1.97 x 106 viable cells/ml. Towards the end

of the experiment it appeared that the addition of DCA helps improve cell viability,

although small. The cellular protein levels increased initially during the growth of cells

with or without DCA, but both rapidly declined after day one, similarly.

Glucose and lactate profiles of CC9C10 cells grown with or without DCA are

shown in Figure 3.9. Total glucose consumption and lactate production for cells grown

without DCA were similar. Examination of the glucose, lactate, and cell growth profiles

of CC9C10 grown with DCA do not show any benefits upon comparison when grown

without DCA

The antibody level of supernatant from CgC10 grown with orwithout 1.5 mM

DCA was determined to see if DCA had an influence on antibody production. Figure

3.10 illustrates the antibody concentration over the course of the experiment. The

antibody concentrations near the end of the experiment were similar (33.2 ¡rg/ml) for

cells grown without 1.5 mM DCA as opposed to 36.5 pg/ml for cells grown with 1.S mM

DCA. Using T-flasks and identical medium, the antibody concentration was near 34.T ¡t

g/ml the end of the experiment for hybridoma CC9C10 cells grown in identical medium

as above. There was no significant difference between the antibody fevels in all

instances.
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3'3'4 ccgcl0 Grown in Hybridoma serum-Free Medium with Dichloroacetic Acid
at Varying Concentrations

Dichloroacetic acid added to cultures containing serum from Sections 3.2.1 to
3'2'3 had improved cell viability and increased the maximum cell yield in the decline
phase' This was not accompanied by higher antibody concentrations. since
dichloroacetic acid (DCA) did not appear to have any other significant effect on

ccgc10 cefls grown in RPMI or DMEM with serum supplementation, attempts were
made to see if DCA added to hybridoma serum-free medium (HSFM) woufd effectively
have a positive effect on CCSC10 cell growth, viability, lactate production, and glucose

consumption. CC9CIO were grown in 150 cm2 T-flasks with HSFM at 37oC under a

10o/o CO2 overlay. Cells were grown in duplicate (two separate T-flasks for each DCA
concentration) with or without DCA at various concentrations, being fed with the
addition of 4'2 ml, and 3.25 ml of a 2 M glucose and 200 mM glutamine stock solution
on days 2 and 3, respectively. DCA concentrations used in this experiment were at 0,

1' 1'5,2, and 2'5 mM. Cells were inoculated at 1 x 105 viable cells/ml, and adapted for
a minumum of 4 passages. Adaptation for 4 passages was employed to ensure that
cell metabolism would not be affected by the exposure of the new medium component
(DcA).

ccgc10 cultures which were not fed any glucose and glutamine had a grovuth

curve shown in Figure 3.11. ccgclo cultures were fed glucose and glutamine
produced a growth curve shown in Figure 3.12. ccgclo which were not supplemented

with additional glucose and glutamine reached a higher peak cell density than those
which were fed' However, all cells in the experiment reached peak viable cell density
on day 3' cells which were not fed, and with no addition of DCA reached a maximal
cell level of 2'14 x 106 viable cells/ml. Cells not fed, with the addition of DCA up to 2.S
mM reached maximal cell densities below 2 x 106 viable cells/ml. upon cells entering

the decline phase, they experienced a decrease in viabre cell number. Maximum viable
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cell number of hybridoma ccgc10 grown in HSFM containíng various DCA
concentrations is shown in Figure 3.13. The maximum effect of growth stimulation
occurred at 1 mM DCA. DCA concentrations over 1 mM appeared to be toxic to
hybridoma CC9C1O cells in the medium.

Cells with 1 mM DCA grew to a similar level of the control, but cells grown with
higher DCA concentrations had a reduction of cell number, with 2.5 mM DCA appearing
to be the most toxic level as shown in Figure 3.11. curtures were fed on days two and
three' DCA cultures which were fed with the glucose/glutam¡ne supplement had lower
maximal cell numbers than those cells which were not fed. Again, DCA concentrations
above 1 mM were observed to give lower maximal cells numbers. Levels of DCA
exceeding I mM with or without feeding was toxic to ccgclo, which decreased cell
viability.

cc9c10 were supplemented with 2 M glucose and 2oo mM glutamine stock
solution' 4'5 ml on day 1, and 3.25 ml on day 2. Feedíng resulted in an increase of the
glucose supernatant concentration by a value of 35 mM on day one, and 25 mM on day
two' Glutamine concentration increased by a value of 3. 10 mM on day 1 , and 2. 14 mM
on day 2

supplemented CC9C10 cultures shared similar rates of glucose consumption
when compared to the control. consumption rates appeared linear until day three,
which was associated with the cells reaching the stationary phase. This is illustrated in

Figure 3.14.

ccgc10 supplemented with glucose displayed similar amounts of glucose
consumed even though 35 mM, and 25 mM glucose and glutamine were added on
days one and two, respectivery. This is iilustrated in Figure 3.1s.
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Lactate production is shown for all CC9CIO cultures with or without

glucose/glutamine supplementation. Cells supplemented with glucose and glutamine

had slightly higher levels of lactate, although not significant. These dífferences may be

viewed on Figures 3.16 and 3.17. Lactate production was linear until day 3, which was

associated with CC9C10 cells reaching the stationary phase.

Specific glucose consumption rates of hybridoma CC9C10 grown in HSFM with

DCA at various concentrations, with or without feeding of a glucose/glutamine mixture

are determined as illustrated in Table 3.S.

The HSFM culture on day t had a specific glucose consumption rate of 14.7

p-mol/106 cell"days. Cultures with 1.5 mM DCA specific glucose consumption rates on

day 1 41% higher than the control culture on day 1. Following day 1, all cultures had

similar consumption rates. The addition of DCA caused an increase in the specific

glucose consumption, although not significant.

Specific lactate production rates of CC9C1O grown in HSFM at various DCA

concentrations without feeding are determined as shown in Table 3.6. The specific

lactate production rate of CC9CIO grown in HSFM was 26.4 pmol/106 per cell"days.

cultures with DCA had slighfly higher production rates than the control.
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Figure 3.16. Lactate Production for CC9C10 grown in HSFM without feeding.
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Table 3.5. Specific glucose consumption rates for CCgCl0 grown in HSFM at
various dichloroacetic acid concentrations without feeding of ã glucose/glutamine

supplement. (n=2).

S.E.M. represents standard error of the mean.

Time (Days) Specific Glucose Consumption Rates (pmol/106 cell*days)

IISFM + Dichloroacetic Acid (mM)

0

e s. E. M.)
1

É s. E. M.)
1.5

(+ s. E. M.)
2

(r s. E. M.)
2.5

(r s. E. M.)
Day 1 14.7

(f0.4)
16.9

(r0.3)
20.7

(10.41)
16.5

(r0.2)
12.7

(r1.6)

Day 2 4.66
(f0.07)

5
(r0.16)

3.44
(x0.24)

5.76
(r0)

4.55
(10.41)

Day 3 1.93
(r0.21)

1.51
(r0.1e)

1.78
(x0.12)

1.08
(r0)

1.24
(r0.14)

Day 4 0.83
(r0)

3.97
(r0)

8.94
(r0.e5)
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Table 3.6. Specific lactate production rates for CCgCl0 grown in HSFM at various
dichloroacetic acid concentrations without feeding of a glucose/glutamine

supplement.
(n=2)

S.E.M. represents standard error of the mean.

Time (Days) Specific Lactate Production Rates lpmolltO6 cell.Oays¡

HSFM + Dichloroacetic Acid (mM
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3.3.5 Oxygen Consumption of CC9C10 Grown in HSFM With or Without the
Addition of 1 mM Dichloroacetic Acid

Oxygen consumption was compared between CC9C10 grown with or without 1

mM DCA in HSFM. Figure 3.16 illustrates the measure of oxygen consumption over

time. Each oxygen measurement was performed ín duplicate. Cells grown in the

absence of DCA had an oxygen consumption value of 4x0.42 nmol/minute per 196

cells. Cells grown in the presence of 1 mM DCA had an oxygen consumption value of

3.1010.28 nmol/minute per 106 cells. There was a slight enhancement in the oxygen

consumption rate with the addition of 1 mM DCA to the culture.
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Figure 3.18. Oxygen consumption for hybridoma CC9C10 grown in serum-free
medium with the addition of 1 mM dichloroacetic acid (@), and without the addition
of dichloroacetic acid (@). (n=2).
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3.4 Discussion

Hybridoma CC9C10 cells were grown in RPMI and DMEM (which were serum

supplemented), and hybridoma serum-free media in order to evaluate the effects of

DCA. Cells grown in the spinner flasks reached a slightly higher density, beíng

attributed to better aeration, and mixing of cells with nutrients. Cells grown in the T-

flasks exhibited higher densities in the decline phase as opposed to the spinner flasks,

which was attributed to less shear force on the culture medium. Cells cultured in RpMl

grown in 250 ml Bellco spinners gave the poorest growth. The cells grew to a lower cell

density as opposed to the other media, as RPMI was a less rich medium than DMEM-

F12, or HSFM with respect to nutrient concentrations. Upon culturing CCSCIO in

DMEM, they were grown in 150 cm2 T-flasks, or 250 ml Bellco spinners. Cultures in

T-flasks peaked near 1.5 x 106 viable cells/ml, while cells cultured in spinner flasks

reached 2 x 106 viable cells/ml. Cells grown in HSFM were placed in 1SO cm2 T-flasks

and reached a density near2 x 106 viable cells/ml. CC9C10 cells cultured with DCA

and serum in DMEM or RPMI were observed to have better cell viability than cells which

did not have DCA addition upon the cells entering the decline phase (100 to 2OO%).

Cells cultured with HSFM however did not show this trend. Reasons for this occurrence

were unknown. The cultures of DMEM containing DCA did not display an increase in

antibody production, although having a higher viable cell number than the control.

CC9C10 cells cultured with DCA in serum containing media showed higher levels of

growth than cells cultured in HSFM (no serum). DCA appeared to be toxic in serum

containing medium beyond 3 mM supplementation. HSFM cultures experienced DCA

toxicity beyond 1 mM supplementation. lt appeared that the serums large bulk proteins

had some sort of protective effect upon CC9C1O cells exposed to DCA, probably by

coating the cell membrane, slowing the diffusion of DCA into the cell. As HSFM had no
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serum, there was no protective mechanism for the cells, which resulted in a lower

viable cell number over the grovrth of the culture.

ln RPMI medium, cultures containíng 1.5 mM DCA had a specific lactate

production rate on day 1 which was 1 1o/o lower than cultures supplemented with DCA.

Specific lactate production rates in DCA supplemented cultures remained lower than

cultures without DCA addition for the remainder of the experiment. ln DMEM medium,

specific lactate production rates on day 1 were lower in all cultures supplemented with

varying concentrations of DCA than the control, except cultures containing 3 and 5 mM

DCA, which were 20o/o and 59% higher. Following day 1, all cells cultured with DCA

had lower specific lactate production rates than the control (no DCA addition). ln

HSFM, specific lactate production rates were higher in DMEM supplemented at various

concentrations, with 2 mM DCA having the greatest difference (39% higher than the

control). Following day 1, specifíc lactate production rates were higher in DCA

supplemented than the control.

The cells cultured in HSFM were either fed, or not fed with 4.4 ml and 3.25 ml

of a glucose/glutamine (2 M and 200 mM, respectively) supplementation on days 2 and

3, respectively. Cultures which were fed reached slightly lower levels of growth than

nonfed cultures. This suggested that the cells were overfed, due to the glucose and

glutamine concentrations in the medium being toxic.

Specific glucose consumption rates in RPMI with or without DCA addition on

day l were identical (19.4 pmol/minute per 106 cells). Following day 1, the rates

remained similar ln DMEM supplemented at various concentratíons with DCA specific

glucose consumption rates were higher than the control with the greatest difference

occurring at 5 mM (235o/o higher). Following day 1, all specific consumption rates in

DCA supplemented cultures were lower than the control. HSFM cultures supplemented

with DCA up to concentrations of 2 mM on day t had higher specific glucose
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consumption rates than the control, with the largest difference at 1.S mM DCA (41%

higher).

Monoclonal antibody levels were measured to see if DCA addition had an effect

upon increasing their levels. CC9CIO cells grown with 1.S mM DCA had a total

volumetric yield of 36.5 pg/ml, compared to 33.2 pg/ml from the control cultures. This

suggested that DCA did not alter glucose metabolism significantly, or increase the

energy level of CC9C10 cells enough to stimulate further antibody production.

Oxygen consumption measurements were performed on hybridoma CC9C10

cells grown in HSFM. The initial oxygen consumption rate in the cultures containing 1

mM DCA was 3.10 nmol/minute per 106 cells while the culture without DCA addition

was 4 nmol/minute per 106 cells. While the initial oxygen consumption rate was

quickest for the culture lacking DCA, the DCA containing culture consumed the entirity

of ihe oxygen first.

As HSFM with DCA was toxic, the addition of bovine serum albumin (BSA) may

have prevented the detrimental effects that DCA caused by having large bulk proteins

sticking to the outer surface of the cell membranes. BSA addition to medium

containing a similaramount of protein as a 10% serum supplemented medium should

be tested. As bulk protein factors in the serum protected the hybridoma CCgC10 cells

from the toxic effects of DCA, a similar level of protein supplemented from the BSA

may provide a similar protective mechanism.

The addition of dichloroacetic acid did not have any noted benefits when added

to culture. Specific glucose consumption and lactate production rates remained similar,

antibody levels were similar, and cell yields were similar except when DCA reached a

near toxic level. lt was concluded that the addition of DCA to effect the growth of

hybridoma cells was not a worthwhile procedure, for the above noted reasons,

especially since the FDA is pushing for lndustrial processes involving the growth of

mammalian cells to be serum- or protein- free.
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3.5 Summary

1) specific glucose consumption rates were examined for cells grown in RpMl,
DMEM' and HSFM' ln RPMI, the rates were similar between the control, and the 1.5
mM DCA culture.

ln DMEM + 1oo/o calf serum + 4 mM glutamine, glucose consumption of the
controlwas 12' 1 ¡tmol/106 cell*days on day 1. cultures supplemented with DCA up to 5
mM had and average consumption of 22 pmol/106 cell*days. Following day 1, cultures
containing DCA displayed consumption rates slighfly lower than the control.

rn HSFM, on day 1, the specific grucose consumption rates in DCA
supplemented cultures were slightly higher than the control, although not significan¡y.
Following day 1, ail curtures had simirar grucose consumption rates.

overall, the addition of DCA seemed to have an effect on cc9c10 grown in
medium richer than RPMI on day 1. After day t however, all cultures showed similar
specific glucose consumption rates, suggesting that DCA increasing the specific
glucose consumption rate was negligible.

2) specific lactate production rates were examined for ccgc10 cells grown in
RPMI + 10o/o calf serum + 20 mM glucose, DMEM_F12 + 1lo/o calf serum + 4 mM
glutamine' + HSFM' ln RPMI, specific lactate production rates in DMEM supplemented
cultures were 10% lower than the control. As the batch culture progressed, the DCA
supplemented cultures specific lactate production rates continued to decrease in
relation to the control.

cc9c10 grown in DMEM + 10o/o calf serum had specific lactate production rates
on day 1 in cuftures supplemented with DCA whose rate fluctuated around the control.
The control has a specific lactate production rate of 23.6 ¡tmolfi06 cell.days. Following
day 1, the rates are similar among all the cultures.
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ln CC9C10 cultured with HSFM, the specific lactate consumption rates on day 1

for cultures suppremented with DCA at concentrations of 1, Ls,2, and 2.5 mM, had

rates of 27 '5, 24'2,36.6, and 31.5 pmol/106 cell*days, as opposed to the controls value

of 26.4 pmol/106 cell*days.

3) Oxygen consumption was determined for cells grown in HSFM with or
without I mM DCA. Cells grown with 1 mM DCA had an initial consumption rate of 3.10

nmol/minute per 106 cells, whereas the controf has a consumption rate of 4

nmol/minute per 106 cells.

4) Antibody titers were determined for CC9CIO grown in DMEM cultures with or

without 1'5 mM DCA in Bellco spinner flasks. Final antibody titers were 36.5 and 33.2 ¡i
g/ml for cells cultured with and without 1.5 mM DCA, respectively. DCA was concluded

noi to enhance antibody production in the hybridoma ccgc10.
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1ÇHAPTER 4.

4.0 A Profile of Energy Metabolism in a Murine Hybridoma: Glucose and
Glutamine Utilization

4.1 lntroduction

The energy demands of mammalian cells in culture are provided by the

catabolism of the major carbon substrates contained in the growth medium, which are

usually glucose and glutamine (Butler and Jenkins, 1989). The relative importance of

individual pathways of glucose and glutamine metabolism in providing the intracellular

energy requirements has been a subject of considerable interest (Zielke et al, 1978;

Reitzer et al, 1979; Lanks and Li, 1988, o'Rourke and Rider, 1g8g, Hassell and

Butler, 1990).

Glucose metabolism can provide energy via glycolysis, the tricarboxylic acid

cycle or the pentose phosphate pathway. Glucose also provides precursors for ribose

formation by the pentose phosphate pathway, which is particularly important for nucleic

acid synthesis during cell growth (Zielke et al, 1976; Wice ef a/, 1981). Glutamine is

important in the provision of carbon and nitrogen for nucleic acid synthesis (Zetterberg

and Engstrom, 1981). However, glutamine may also undergo compfete oxidation to

carbon dioxide or partial oxidation to 3 or 4 carbon products such as lactate, alanine or

aspartate. Ïhe latter process is known as glutaminolysis and has been shown to

provide a substantial proportion of the ceffular energy requirement in transformed cells

(Lanks and Li, 1988).

ln this section we report an analysis of glucose and glutamine metabolism in an

antibody-producing B-fymphocyte murine hybridoma. Rates of flux through the

individual pathways of glucose and glutamine metabolism were determined during the

lThe content of this chapterwere included in a paper: Petch, D., Butler, M. A profile of energy
metabolism in a murine hybridoma: glucose and glutamine utilization. J. Cell. Physiol. (in
press).
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exponent¡al phase of growth of a batch culture. This ffux data allowed a calculation of

the energy released by each pathway and the relative importance of each pathway in

meeting the energy requirement of the cell.
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4.2 Materials and Methods

4.2.1 Cell line: Refer to Section 2.1.0a.

4.2.2 Culture conditions and growth medium: Refer to Section 2.1.1b, and 2.1.2a.

4.2.3 Cell counting: Referto Section 2.1.4.

4.2.4 lntracellular protein content: Refer to Section 2.6.

4.2.5 Analysis of culture media: Refer to Section 2.3.

4.2.6 Radiolabelled compounds: Refer to Section 2.S.1

4.2.7 Measurement of CO2 Evolution: Refer to Section 2.5.3.

4.2.8 Release of tritiated water: Refer to Section 2.5.4.

4.2.9 Analysis of metabolic end products: Refer to section 2.s.S
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4.3 Results

4.3.1 Cell Grovyth and productivity

The CC9C10 cells were grown in batch culture for S days (Figure 4.1). The

specific growth rate was 0.041ro.ooo ¡-1 looubling time :17.4to.6 h) and the culture

reached a maximum viable cell density of 1.05 x 106 cells/ml. The antibody

concentration of the medium increased during culture to a maximum of 11 pg/ml. The

specific antibody productivity which extended through the growth and decline phase

was 2'8+0-2 pg protein/minute per 106 cells. The cell protein concentration was

maximal during the growth phase at 0.4 mg protein/106 cells. Cell samples were taken

during the mid-exponential phase (after 36 hours of culture) for measurements of
metabolic flux.

4.3.2 Substrate utilization and by-product formation

Ïhe concentrations of glucose, glutamine, lactate and ammonia were measured

in the culture medium at daily intervals (Figures 4.2 and 4.3). Glutamine was

completely depleted from the medium in less than 3 days. However, glucose was only
partially consumed with 60% of the original concentration remaining after 3 days. lt is
probably significant that the cessation of consumption of glucose by the cells was
coincident with the peak cell density and the depretion of grutamine.
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Figure. 4.1. Monoclonal antibody production during the growth of CC9C16
hybridomas. At daily intervals, samples (5 ml) were taken for determining the
concentration of viaþle cells (tr), and antibody production (ø).
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Figure 4.2. Glucose utitization and lactate production during the growth ofccgcl0 cells. Glucose ([J), and lactate (ø) concentrations were determined of a daily
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The initial specific consumption rates for glucose and glutamine were

determined as 8.3+0.1 and 2.4!O.l nmol/minute per 106 cells, respectively. The

corresponding specific production rates of lactate and ammonia were g.Zt0.1 and

0'7610'07 nmol/minute per 1p6 cells. These determinations corresponded to metabolic

coefficients of 1.17 for lactate / glucose and 0.32 for ammonia /glutamine.

4.3.3 Glucose metabolism.

a) Pentose phosphate and TCA cycle.

ln the pentose phosphate pathway, CO2 is derived form the C-1 carbon of

glucose during the oxidative decarboxylation of glucose 6-phosphate. However, in the

TCA cycle, CO2 can be derived equally from the C-1 or C-6 carbons (Katz and Wood,

1e63).

ln our experiments a steady state of metabolism was assumed from the

constant rate of release of l4COzfrom D-¡1-14CJ-glucos e (0.225 nmol/minute per 106

cells), or D-¡o-14ç¡-glucose (o.o4s nmol/minute per 106 cells) over a 6 hour

experimental period, which was determined by 6 independent time point measurements

performed in duplicate.

The difference in the rates ot 14coz release from o-¡t-14c¡-grucose and D-[6-
14c1-gtucose has often been used as an indication of flux through the pentose

phosphate pathway' A recent evaluation of this technique suggests that this should be

interpreted as a measure of the minimum flux activity, the upper limit being the rate of

from D-¡l-1aq-glucose

flux through the pentose

14Co2 release from D-[1-14ci-glucose alone (Larrabee, 19Bg). ln our experiments a

significantly higher (x7.s) l4coz rerease was measured

compared to D-[o-14ç]-glucose. Thus, the minimum rate of
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phosphate pathway was determined as 0.29 nmol/minute per 106 cells and the upper
limit as 0.33 nmol/minute per 106 cells (Figure 4.4).

'The TCA cycle flux was measured by the cell specific rate of 14coz release
from D-¡o-14C1-glucose. This rate was constant over 6 hours and determined as 0.04s
nmol/minute per 106 cells (Figure 4.4).

b) Glycolysis.

The glycolytic flux was determined by the release of tritiated water from the
metabolism of D-[a-3n]-glucose (Bontemps et al, 1g7g). This is a measure of the flux
of metabolites through the aldolase and triose phosphate isomerase reactions which
are committed steps of the glycolytic pathway. The rate of formation of tritiated water
was linear for 6 hours as measured by radioactive anarysis of fractionated samples

from an anion exchange column (Figure 4.5). The rate was determined as 7.6 nmol
glucose/minute per 106 cells.

The relative flux of glucose through the 3 pathways were determined from the
radioactive uptake experiments (Table 4.10). Glycorysis is clearly the major route for
glucose catabolism with the TCA cycle and pentose phosphate pathway serving a

minor role' This is consistent with data previously reported for transformed cells
(Warburg, 1986).

The sum of the flux rates determined in the radioactive experiments (7.9

nmol/minute per 106 cells) was close to the initial uptake of glucose determined from
culture (8'3 nmol/minute per 106 cells from Figure 4.2). The slight difference in values
can be explained by the possibility of differences in the state of the cells at initial and
mid-exponential phase and the higher error involved in the determination of ihe culture
uptake rate which was based on sampres taken ar24 hour intervars.
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Figure. 4.4. The rate of 14cot release from the metabolism of
o-¡t-1ac¡- and D-¡o-l4c¡-glucose. The ãte ot 14}oz release was measured from
CC9CIO hybridomas (2-3 x 106 viable cells/ml) incubáied in normal growth medium
(1 ml) containing 0.45 Ci of D-¡t-14C1-gtucose (D), or D-¡O-14C1-gtucose (ø) as
described in Section 2.5.3. The cells were derived from batch culture after 36 hours of
growth.
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4.3.4 Glutamine metabolism

a) End product analysis.

The metabolic pathways of glutamine metabolism were analyzed by the rates of

appearance of selected end products in the culture medium during incubation with L-[U-

14Cl-glrt"tine (Figure 4.6). The following were separated by a cation exchange

column - lactate, glutamate, aspartate, and alanine. The peaks were identified from

standard using ninhydrin to detect the amino acids and an enzymatic assay to detect

lactate. The rates of appearance of each product was determined by radioactive

counting of peaks obtained from culture samples at selected time intervals over a 6

hour period. The measured rate of increase in concentration of each end-product was

linear over this period as calculated from 6 time point determinations. Alanine was the

major end product of glutaminolysis and its formation accounted for >SS% of the

glutamine utilized.

The end products were determined from the extracellular content of the culture.

An attempt was made to determine the intracellular content of these metabolic end-

products, but the levels were too low for detection in our experiments (<1o/o of the

extracellular concentrations).
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Table 4.1. Flux analysis + standard error of the meanof glucose metabolism. All
pathways were linear for 6 hours

(n=12)

S.E.M. represents standard error of the mean.

Pathway Flux (nmol/min per 10b
cells)

t+ s.E.M.t

Flux as % of
glucose utilized

l+ s.E.M.)

Pentose phosphate
0.29

(r0.01)
3.60

(10.13)

TCA cycle
0.045

(r0.002)
0.57

(r0.03)

Glycolysis
7.60

(f0.33)
95.8

(t4.2)

Total
7.89

(r0.35)
100
(!4)
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Figure 4.6. Glutamine consumption and its product release during the growth of
ccgc10 cells. Glutamine (tr), alanine (o), lactate (M), glutamate (@), aspartate (X),
and CO2 (@) were measured from CC9C1O hybridomas (2-3 x 106 viable cells/ml)
incubated in normal growth medium (1 ml) containing L-tu-14ç1-glutamine, as
described in Section 2.5.3 and 2.5.5. The cells were derived from batch culture after
36 hour growth.
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b) Oxidative metabolism.

The rate of release of 14coz from L-[u-14c¡-glutamine was monitored in

experiments over a 6 hour period (Figure 4.7). A constant rate of CO2 production of

2.3 nmol/minute per 106 cells was measured over this period by 6 independent time

point determinations. This corresponds to an equivalent conversion to CO2 of 0.46

nmol of glutamine/minute per 106 cells (Table 4.2).

c) Protein incorporation.

The incorporation of gfutamine into both intracellular and extracellular protein

was measured by radioactivity over 6 hours (Figure 4.7). lncorporation into intracellular

protein was at a constant rate for 4.5 hours and measured as 0.15 nmol/minute per

106 cells. The rate of incorporation of glutamine into extracellular protein was

considerably lower at 0.005 nmol/minute per 106 cells.

Table 4.2 shows a summary of the pattern of

analyzed by the experiments with L-tU-14ç¡-glutamine.

glutamine (7.5%o) incorporated into the cells was utilized for protein synthesis. A large

proportion of the glutamine (670/0) was converted into the 3 or 4 carbon products of

glutaminolysis, alanine being the major end products. The rate of CO2 release can be

accounted for by the pathways of partial oxidation of glutamine to the 3 or 4 carbon

end-products. The sum of the measured flux values was 2.1 nmol/minute per 106 cells

which compared with a value of 2.7 nmol/minute per 106 cells for t-¡U-14c¡-glutamine

uptake which was determined independently. Both these values were close to the

initial rate of glutamine utilization (2.4 nmol/minute per 106 cells) determined from

assays of the culture (Figure 4.3).

metabolism of glutamine as

A small proportion of the
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Table 4.2. End product analysis of glutamine metabolism

S.E.M. represents standard error of the mean.

Flux (nmol producUmin
per 106 cells)

(t s.E.M.)

Product formation as %
of

glutamine utilized

1.13
(r0.04)

54.6
(r1.s)

0.066
(10.0068)

3.19
(r0.33)

0.079
(r0.003)

3.82
(10.14)

0.18
(r0.01)

8.70
(r0.48)

0.46
(10.02)

22.2
(r1)

lntracellular
protein

0.15
(10.01)

7.25
(r0.48)

Extracellular
protein

0.005
(r0.0004)

0.24
(r0.02)

2.07
(r0.08)

100
(14)
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determined for CC9C10 hybridomas over 6 hours as described in Materials and
Methods. The cells were derived from batch culture after 36 hour growth.
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4.3.5 Potential ATp production

The maximum potential ATP production was calculated from the experimental

data of glucose and glutamine utilization and the metabolic flux rates (Table 4.3).

some stoichiometric assumptions were made in these calculations. The ATp yields for

glucose utilization were based on 36 ATP mol/mol for the TCA cycle, 3 ATp mol/mol for

the pentose phosphate pathway, and 2 ATP mol/mol for glycolysis. The lower limit of

pentose phosphate flux (0.29 nmol/minute per 196 cells) was used in the calcufation of

ATP yield from this pathway.

Glutaminolysis was regarded as the incomplete oxidation of glutamine and

could include the formation of aspartate, alanine, or lactate. The theoretical ATp yield

for glutaminolysis was assumed to be 9 ATP mol/mol glutamine (Haggstrom, 1991).

The CO2 release from glutamine could be entirely accounted by glutaminolysís. Thus it

could be assumed that complete oxidation of glutamine by the TCA cycle did not occur.

The calculated data (Table 4.3) showed that glycolysis provided 59% of the

energy requirement of the cell. However, the energy provided by glutaminolysis was

significant at 41o/o of the total.
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Table 4.3. PotentialATP production from each pathway.

S. E.M. represents standard error of the mean.

Substrate
Pathway ATP formed

(nmot/min per 106
cells)

(r s.E.M.)

ATP as o/o of total
production
(r s.E.M.)

Glucose Pentose
phosphate

0.87
(r0.03)

2.89
(10.15)

TCA cycle 1.62
(10.06)

5.38
(10.20)

Glycolysis 15.2
(t1)

50.5
(r3.3)

ïotalfrom glucose 17.7
(11.1)

58.8
(r3.6)

Glutamine Ala formation 10.2
(r0.36)

33.9
(!1.2)

Asp formation 0.59
(r0.061)

1.96
(r.020)

Lac formation 1.62
(r0.0e)

5.38
(r0.030)

Totalfrom
glutamine

12.4
(r0.5)

41.2
(r1.3)

Glucose and
glutamine

Overalltotal 30.1
(11.6)

100
(14)
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4.4 Discussion

The objective of the work described in this section was to analyze the metabolic

pathways of glucose and glutamine utilized by a murine B-lymphocyte hybridoma

capable of antibody secretion. The use of specifically radiolabelled glucose molecules

enabled the precise determination of rates of flux through the major catabolic routes of

glucose metabolism, using previously developed protocols. Similar protocols have not

been developed for glutamine metabolism, and specifically labeled molecules are

generally unavailable. So, the pattern of glutamine metabolism was analyzed by end-

product analysis using a uniformly labefed substrate. The experimental data were

analyzed to determine the theoretical ATP yield from each individual pathway. This

enabled an assessment of the relative importance of each pathway in providing the

energy requirements of the cell.

The importance of glutamine as a provider of energy in cultured cells has been

widely recognized (Wice et al, 1981). The pattern of glutamine catabolism has been

described as eight individual pathways comprising the metabolic network termed

glutaminolysis (Haggstrom, 1991), These pathways originate from glutamine and

produce combinations of CO2, NH4*, alanine, aspartate, and lactate as end-products.

These compounds have been shown to increase in cell concentration in culture in

culture medium during grovuth of a number of cell línes in culture (Lanks and Li, 19BB).

Glutamine probably enters the TCA cycle as 2-oxoglutarate and exits the

mitochondria as malate, which can be converted in the cytoplasm to alanine, lactate or

aspartate (McKeehan, 1982). This process would increase the cytoplasmic

NADH/NAD+ ratio and serve to drive lactate production via glycolysis (Lanks, 1986).

This hypothesis is consistent with our data for the CC9C10 cells which shows that

glucose utilízation ceases when glutamine is completely depleted from the culture

media. Also, the end-product anafysis indicates that all glutamine catabolism can be
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accounted for by incomplete oxidation to 3 or 4 carbon products and CO2. The data

suggest that alanine is a major end-product of glutamine metabolism in CC9C10 cells.

This is secreted into the culture medium as is aspartate, glutamate and lactate.

The pattern of glucose metabolism in the CC9C10 cells was determined by flux

analysis of three possible metabolic pathways. This analysis shows that a high

proportion (>95%) of glucose is metabolized by glycolysis leading to the formation of

lactate or possibly alanine. On the other hand, the proportion of glucose metabolized

via the TCA cycle is extremely small (0.6%). This is consistent with previous analysis

for a murine hybridoma and the explanation that this may be related to the low activity

of pyruvate dehydrogenase in these cells (Fitzpatrick et al, 1993). The pentose

phosphate pathway accounts for 3.6% of metabolized glucose and is essential as a

provider of ribose which is necessary for nucleic acid synthesis ( Reitzer ef a/, 1980).

The relative contribution of glucose and glutamine metabolism to the provision

of intracellular energy has shown considerable variations in previous reports and must

depend upon the cell line and substrate concentrations used in the culture (Brand,

1985; Wu ef al, 1992; O'Rourke and Rider, 1989). Our data show that 59% of ATP

production is contributed by glucose metabolism in the CC9C10 cells. This figure is

higher than that of a similar study with a murine hybridoma (Fitzpatrick ef a/, 1993)

where glucose was shown to contribute a maximum of 45o/o. However, the difference

may be accounted for by the higher concentration of glucose (20 mM) used in our

experiments with the CC9C10 cells - twice that of the earlier work.

The increased importance of glutamine as a provider of cellular energy following

mitogenic stimulation of lymphocytes has been recognized (Ardawi and Newsholme,

1983). Wu ef al (1992) concluded that glucose and glutamine could contribute equally

to intracellular ATP in rat spleenocytes and mesenteric lymphocytes following mitogenic

stimulation. This is consistent with our data for the CC9C10 cells which are antibody-

secreting B-lymphocyte hybridomas.
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The analysis reported in this section is important for the understanding of the

roles of the major carbon substrates and associated by-product formation during cell

growth in culture. This can form the basis for the development of control strategies

such as specific nutrient feeding in order to ensure an efficient flux through the

pathways of energy metabolism that would be necessary to support high antibody

production during the large-scale culture of hybridomas (Glacken, 1988; Seaver,

1eB6).
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4.5 Summary

The antibody-secreting murine hybridoma, CC9CIO was grown in batch culture

in a medium containing 20 mM glucose and 2 mM glutamine. After 2 days of

exponential growth, the glutamine content of the medium was completely depleted,

whereas the glucose content was reduced to 60% of the original concentration. The

glucose and glutamine metabolism was anafyzed at mid-exponential phase by use of

radioactively labelled substrates. Glycolysis accounted for the metabolism of most of

the glucose utilized (>960/o) with flux through the pentose phosphate pathway (3.6%)

and the TCA cycle (0.6%) accounting for the remainder. Glutamine was partially

oxidized via glutaminolysis to alanine (55%), aspartate (3%), glutamate (4%), lactate

(9%), and CO2 QZo/o). Calculation of the theoretical ATP production from these

pathways indicated that glucose could provide 59% and glutamine 41o/o of the energy

requirement of the cells.
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CI.IAPTER 5

5.0 The Effect of Carbohydrate Source on The Growth and Antibody Production
of a Murine Hybridoma

5.1 lntroduction

There have been many reports that mammalian cell lines can grow in media

supplemented with carbohydrates other than glucose (Eagle, 1958; Burns et at, 1976;

Cristafalo & Kritchevsky, 1965; lmamura et al, 1gB2). ln particular the

monosaccharides, mannose, fructose and galactose and the disaccharides, maltose,

trehalose and turanose have been shown to support the growth of a variety of cell

lines. The polyols (sugar alcohols), xylitol and sorbitol can replace glucose and support

the growth of a number of cell lines including human diploid fibroblasts

(Demetrakopoulos & Amos, 1976) although this was not substantiated in all mammalian

cells (Burns et a|,1976).

The type of carbohydrate present in the growth medium can affect the

metabolism of cultured cells. Fructose or maltose caused a decrease in production of

lactate and a decreased drift in pH in Madin Darby Canine Kidney (MDCK) cell cultures

(lmamura et al, 1982). This can be an advantage in the process control of large-scale

mammalian cell cultures. Substantial increases of intracellular ribose have been

reported following the presence of fructose, xylitol, D-xylulose or tegatose in the

cultures of rat hepatocytes (Vincent ef a/, 1gB9).

Monoclonal antibodies form part of a long list of products which are now

produced routinely from mammalian cell cultures and which require process control

during large-scale operation. ln such operations the role of media components in

culture stability and cell productivity is important. With this in mind, we report a study of
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the use of alternative carbohydrates in the culture of an antíbody-secreting murine

hybridoma
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5.2 Materials and Methods

5.2.1 Cell line: Refer to Section 2.1.0a.

5.2.2 Growth of cells: Refer to Section 2.1.1a.

5.2.3 Growth medium: Refer to Section 2.1.2a.

5.2.4 Cell counting: Refer to Section 2.1.4

5.2.5 Cell adaptation: The cells were adapted for growth in each medium over 12

passages. Cultures at passage one contained 20 mM glucose and 20 mM of the

substitute carbohydrate. The glucose concentration was reduced to zero by

incremental changes of 5 mM over 10 passages. Cells were grown for 2 passages

without glucose but in the presence of a substitute carbohydrate before conducting the

experiments.

5.2.5 Analysis of culture media: Refer to Section 2.3.1
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5.3 Results

5.3.1 Cell Grovyth

Cells were adapted to media containing alternative carbohydrate sources over

12 passages. Each adapted cell line was then monitored for 6 days in culture (Figure

5.1). The viable cell concentration reached a maximum at day 2 or 3 of culture in all

cases before a rapid decline phase. The maximum cell density in the glucose-based

culture was 1.04x106 cells/ml after 2 days growth (Table 5.1). The maximum cell

densities in the other cultures decreased in the order maltose > galactose >fructose

>sorbitol >xylitol >control (no glucose). However, significant growth was observed in all

cultures, the lowest cell yield being in the xylítol culture at 51o/o with respect to the

culture containing glucose. The specific growth rates varied from a high value of

0.0483 h-1 in the glucose-based culture to a low value of 0.0344 h-1 in the xylitol

culture.

5.3.2 Lactate Production

The concentration of lactate was measured in all cultures on a daily basis

(Figure 5.2). This showed that the production of lactate was greatest in the maltose-

based culture and reached a level of 12 mM during the growth phase of the cells. A

substantial increase in lactate was also observed in the glucose-based culture.

However, minimal levels of production (<4 mM) were observed in all other cultures,

including the control.
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5.3.3 Glutamine Metabolism

The concentration of glutamine was determined in all cultures on a daily basisas

shown in Figure 5.4. Glutamine consumption was determined for all cultures on day 1,

as shown if Table 5.2. The highest specific glutamine consumption rate was measured

in the control (no carbohydrate), at 11.3 nmol/minute per 106 cells, which was 354%

higher than the glucose culture. All other cultures had a significantly higher glutamine

consumption rate than glucose in the following order: control > fructose > xylitol >

sorbitol > maltose > galactose with respect to the carbohydrate source.

5.3.4 MonoclonalAntibodyProduction

The Mab concentrations were analyzed in all cultures on a daily basis by ELISA

(Figure 5.3). The highest concentration was measured in the xylitol-based culture at

16.2 pglml which was 39% higher final volumetric yield (total monoclonal antibody

concentration) than the concentration found in the glucose based culture. The culture

with no carbohydrate source reached an antibody level of 11.7 ¡rg/ml The specific

antibody productivity (qn¡an) was determined by plotting the Mab concentration against

the integral of viable cell density vs. time (Renard ef a/, 1988). ln all cultures this

resulted in a straight line indicating a correlation between Mab concentration and the

concentration of viable cells. The gMab was determined from the gradient (the gradient

represents the linear portion of antibody production over time) of each plot. The value

varied from 18.4 ¡rg/106 cell*days for the xylitol culture and decreased in the other

cultures in the following order, control (no carbohydrate source) > fructose > sorbitol >

maltose > galactose > glucose with respect to the carbohydrate source (Table S.1).

The Mab productivity in the xylitol culture was a factor of x5.6 higher than in the glucose

culture.
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Figure 5.1. Growth of hybridomas in various carbohydrates. The CC9C1O
hybridomas were adapted to each media over 12 passages. The adapted cells were
inoculated into 50 ml of the appropriate medium containing 20 mM of glucose (X),
galactose (o), maltose (@), fructose (ü), sorbitol (@), or xylitol (@), ãs the sole
carbohydrate source, and control cultures (+) coniaíning no added carbohydrate
source' The viable cell concentration was monitored over 6ìays in culture. (n=2j.
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Figure 5'2 Lactate concentration !n cuttures of ccgc10 hybridomas grown invarious carbohydrates. The lactate concentration was measured in the media ofcultures of the ccgc10 hybridomas grown in medium containing 20 mM of glucose (X),galactose (o), martose (@r), fructoie. (tr), sorbitor 1*¡ o,. xyritor (@) as the sorecarbohydrate source, and control culturés 1+¡ contàiíing no added carbohydratesource' The viable cell concentration was monitored over o ãays in culture. ti*,zl
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Figure 5'3 Glutamine concentration in cultures of ccgcl0 hybridomas grown invarious carbohydrates. The glutamine concentration was measured in the media ofcultures of the ccgclo hybridomas grown in medium containing 20 mM of glucose (X),galactose (o), martose (w), fructoãe..(tr), soro¡tot 1*¡ o,. xyritor (@) as the sorecarbohydrate source, and control culturés 1*¡ contåiÁing no added carbohydratesource' The vÍable cell concentration was monitored over 6 days in culture. (n=2).
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Figure 5.4: Monoclonal antibody concentration in cultures of CCgC10 hybridomas
grown in various carbohydrates. The Mab concentration was measured in the media
of cultures of the CC9C10 hybridomas grown in medium containing 20 mM of glucose
(X), galactose (o), maltose (ø), fructose (tr), sorbitol (@) or xylitol (@) as the sole
carbohydrate source, and control cultures (+) containing no added carbohydrate
source. The viable cell concentration was monitored over 6 days in culture. (n=2).
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Table 5.1. Growth and productivity characteristics of CC9C10 cells cultured on
different 

"r 
r?;låf .ate sources

Carbohydrate Specific
Growth Rate

(h-1)
(r s. E.M.)

Max. Cell
Density as %

of
Control

Mab Productivity
(pg/106celt-days

(r s. E.M.)

Max.
Volumetric Mab
Conc. as o/o of

Control

Glucose 0.0483
(r0.002)

231 3.29
(r0.49)

113

Galactose 0.0388
(10.003)

204 6.04
(!1.02)

124

Maltose 0.0448
(r0.004)

229 6.43
(r1.33)

119

Fructose 0.0397
(r0.002)

156 10.3
(r2.6)

141

Sorbitol 0.0385
(r0.003)

144 10.1
(!2.10)

132

Xylitol 0.0344
(r0.002)

118 18.4
(r2.6)

139

Control
(No carbohydrate)

0.0347
(r0.003)

100 10.9
(10.6)

100

S.E.M. represents standard error of the mean.
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Table 5.2. Specific glutamine consumption rates of GG9C10 cells cultured in
different carbohydrate sources.

S. E. M. represents standard error.

136

Carbohydrate
Source (20 mM)

Specific Glutamine
Consumption Rates

(nmol/minute per 106 cells)

Maximum Glutamine
Consumption as 7o of

Glucose Based Culture

3.19
(r0.14)

4.18
(10.17)

4.48
(r0.07)

8.3
(r0.07)

5.05
(10.12)

5.62
(r0.37)

11.3
(10.38)



5.4 Discussion

Glucose is metabolized by mammalian cells in culture mainly by anaerobic

glycolysis (Fitzpatrick et al, 1993). This leads to production of a substantial

concentration of lactate which is refeased into the medium in an acidic form causing a

decrease in culture pH. This necessitates a system of pH control in bioreactor cultures

of mammalian cells in order to maintain a consistent growth rate. Alternatively,

carbohydrates such as fructose or galactose can reduce the lactate production without

having a substantial effect on growth (lmamura et at, 1gB2). This is confirmed in our

data with the CC9C10 cells. Only glucose and maltose-based cultures lead to
significant lactate production in the medium. Maltose can be hydrolyzed into glucose

(from maltases present in serum), so its utilization is likely to be similar to that of
glucose.

Although glucose metabolism provides a substantial proportion of the energy

requirement of the cell via glycolysis, a major role of glucose is to act as a substrate for

the pentose phosphate pathway which provides ribose for nucleic acid synthesis.

Zielke et al (1976) showed that this anabolic function of glucose could be provided by

supplements of purine and pyrimidines. ln the absence of glucose the cellular energy

requirement could be provided by glutamine which is metabolized via glutaminolysis or

fatty acid oxidation from the addition of serum. The anabolic role of glucose could also

be provided by galactose or fructose which are converted into glycolytic intermediates

by isomerization and phosphorylation. Their slower rate of utilization is the most likely

explanation for the decreased lactate formation as shown in the cultures of the

CC9C10 cells.

The metabolism of sorbitol and xylitol has received considerable attention

because of their use as food sweeteners (Wang & Eys, 1gB1). Their use in cell culture

was investigated by Demetrakopoulos & Amos (1976) who reported the rapid growth of
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mammalian fibroblasts in D-xylose and xylitol, although poor growth in sorbitol. The

utilization of the polyofs depends upon the induction of dehydrogenases for their

conversion to xylulose or fructose, which would be suitable substrates for the pentose

phosphate pathway. ln our experiments with the CC9C10 cells we gradually reduced

the glucose available to the cells over a period of 12 passages to allow adaptation.

After adaptation, cell growth in xylitol or sorbitol cultures were lower than the glucose

supplemented culture with maximum densities reaching 51 and 630lo of the latter

culture, respectively.

Glutamine metabolism provides a substantial proportion of cellular energy in

transformed cells (Lanks and Li, 1988). The control (no carbohydrate source) had a

specific glutamine utilization rate 3.54x higher than the glucose based culture. Specific

glutamine consumption rates were significantly higher in all cultures when compared to

the glucose based culture in the following order: control > fructose > xylitol > sorbitol >

maltose > galactose, with respect to the carbohydrate source. Alll cultures had an

initial glutamine concentration of 2 mM throughout the period of adaptation and

experimentation. The increased specific glutamine consumption rate increased among

all cultures containing carbohydrates other than glucose probably as stress put on the

cell in response to fulfill cellular energy requirements in the absence of glucose.

The data with respect to Mab productivity was unexpected. The xylitol grown

cells showed a specific productivity of x1.69 greaterthan the control (No carbohydrate

addition) and a 39% higher volumetric yield. ln all cultures we found a correlation

between released Mab and the integral of cell concentration and time (viability index).

This relationship has been shown previously for hybridomas (Renard et al,lggg) and

indicates that the specific productivity is related to the number of viable cells in culture

and not to whether the cells are in the growth or stationary phase.

The reason for the increased Mab productivity in the presence of the xylitol, and

the control is unclear. There is evidence that parameters that adversely affect cell
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growth can promote Mab productivity (Oh ef a/, 1993). This argues for a non-specific

effect observed with the CC9C10 cells in our experiments (stress placed upon cells by

no carbohydrate present in the medium). Alternatively, it has been shown that xylitol

can cause major changes to the intermediary metabolism of mammalian cells by

increasing the NADH/NAD ratio and the concentration of available ribose (Vincent ef a/

1 e8e).

Stress placed upon the cells due to a lack of or the presence of an alternative

carbohydrate source may promote a higher Mab productivity.
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5.5 Summary

1) A murine hybridoma (CC9C10) was adapted to grow in media containing

alternative carbohydrates to glucose.

2) Cell yields relative to the glucose-based culture decreased in order of the

following supplements maltose > galactose > fructose > sorbitol > xylitol > control (no

carbohydrate source, although significant yields (>43o/o of the glucose based culture)

were observed in all cultures.

3) Specific glutamine consumption rates relative to the glucose based culture

decreased in order of the following alternative carbohydrate sources: control (no

carbohydrate source) > fructose > xylitol > sorbitol > maltose > galactose. The control

had a 354o/o higher glutamine consumption rate than the glucose based culture.

4) Antibody production was directly related to the viable cell concentration in

each culture and was independent of the phase of culture.

5) A high specific antibody productivity (qn¡aO) was observed in the culture

containing xylitol, and the control culture (no carbohydrate source) even though the cell

yields and growth rates were lower than the glucose-based control. The measured

gMab in the xylitol culture was x1.69 that of the control culture and the volumetric yield

of Mab was 39% higher.
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2GHAPTER 6

6.0 The Metabolic ProfTle of a Murine Hybridoma Grown in Serum-free Medium at
Various Oxygen Concentrations

6.1 lntroduction

Ïhe concentration of dissolved oxygen is an important control parameter for

productivity in mammalian cell cultures. A dissolved oxygen concentration of around

200 pM can normally be attained by equilibration with air (1OOo/o air saturation). Oxygen

in excess of this has been reported to inhibit cell growth and metabolism of various cell

types (Cooper et al, 1959). There are also many examples of optimal dissolved oxygen

concentrations determined at around 50% air saturation, a value routinely used in

large-scale cell culture processes.

However, there are some reports in the literature that challenge this conventional

wisdom. lt has been shown that some established cell lines can be adapted to

withstand high oxygen concentrations. Joenje ef a/ (1985) reported that HeLa cells

could grow in the presence of an oxygen concentration near 760 pM after 2l months of

adaptation. Oller ef a/ (1989) reported that various cells including lymphoblasts could

grow at near maximal rates with oxygen concentrations of 300 to 400 ¡rM (Oller ef a/,

1 98e).

ln this section we investigated the ability of a murine B-lymphocyte hybridoma to

grow at various dissolved oxygen concentrations in a chemostat culture. Following

equilibration at each concentration we determined the associated pattern of energy

metabolism with respect to glucose and glutamine utilization.

2 The content of this chapterwas presented as a posteratthe combined annual meeting of the
Society of lndustrial Microbiologists/Canadian Society of Microbiology in Toronto, August, 1993.
Petch, D., Jan, D. C. H., Butler, M. The metabolic profile of a murine hybridoma grown in serum
free medium at various oxygen concentrations.
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6.2 Materials and Methods

6.2.1 Cell Line: Refer to Section 2.1.0a,

6.2.2 Medium: Referto Section 2.1.2d.

6.2.3 Growth of Cells Refer to Section 2.1.1c.

6.2.4 Radiolabelled Molecules: Referto Section 2.5.1.

6.2.5 CO2Evolution: Referto Section 2.5.3.

6.2.6 Glycolytic Flux: Refer to Section 2.4.2, and 2.5.4.

6.2.7 Gomponents of culture media: Refer to Section 2.3 in its entirity.

Measurements were made of 3 independent samples taken at daily intervals after each

steady state had been attained (>5 changes in culture volume).

6.2.8 Gell counting: Referto Section 2.1.4.
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6.3 Results

6.3.1 Chemostat cultures.

There were two different experiment series performed in this Chapter. Having two

different fermentor runs was performed in order to substantiate the data.

Figures 6.1 and 6.2 show data from two cultures operated in a continuous mode for

the experiment 1 series. A cell density of 2.2 x106 cells/ml was maintained with

dissolved oxygen concentrations (dO2) corresponding to air saturation levels of 10, S0

and 100%. ln both cultures an initial decrease in cell number at 50% air saturation was

reversed before a steady state equilibrium was established. The culture which was

gassed with enriched oxygen (25OTo air saturation; Figure 6.1) showed a decrease in

cell number and an equilibrium was not established. Similar observations were

observed for the fermentors used in the experiment 2 series.

Cell samples for metabolic analysis were taken at points indicated by arrows in

Figures 6.1 and 6.2. At these points the cultures had attained a steady state which was

defined by a constant cell concentration foffowing at least 5 volumes of media change.

6.3.2 Substrate Utilization / product Formation

The specific rates of consumption or production of glucose, glutamine, lactate,

ammonia, and monoclonal antibody (gcluc, gGln, glac, gAmm, and 9¡¡¿6) were

determined from analysis of cultures at steady state (Table 6.1 and Table 6.2). The

calculations were based on the formula in Section 2.g. The amounts of glucose

consumed /product formed has been analyzed by methods previously described in

Section 2.3. The ÇGluc increased significantly at higher dissolved oxygen

concentrations. This was associated with a slight increase in the metabolic coefficient,

lactate / glucose from 1.35 to 1.42 which suggested an increase in the proportion of
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glucose metabolized by glycolysis at high do2. The changes in q6¡¡ and q4r, were

not significant at each of the three steady states. The metabolic coefficient, ammonia /

glutamine, varied between O.42 to 0.49 which indicated a relatively low level of

deamination compared to previously reported data (Hassel & Bufler, 19gO). The

production rate of antibody (qn¡aO) was slightly, but significantty higher (15o/o) at the low

oxygen concentration (10o/o air saturation) compared to the value at 1OO% air

saturation.
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Table 6.1. Rates of substrate utilization / product formation in chemostats at
steady state (nmol/í06 cells per minute). Rates of substrate utilization and product
formation were calculated from concentrations determined at steady state. The values
shown are means determined from three independent samples. All samples were
determined from the experiment 1 series. (n=3)

S.E.M. represents standard error of the mean.

Table 6.2. Rates of extracellular product formation in chemostats at steady state
(nanograms of producUl06 cetls per minute). Determination of monoclonal antibody
production rates. Three different samples (n=3) from cultures at steady state were
used in determining the above production rates (ng/106 cells per minute). All samples
were determined from the experiment 1 series.

Substrate/
Froduct

Oxygen Goncentrat¡on
(% air saturation)

10
(r s. E. tuT.)

50
(r s. E. tuT.)

'100

(r s. E.M.)
Glucose 3.71

(r0.06)
429

(r0.03)
4.64

(r0.03)

Lactate 5.02
(t0.20)

6.07
(r0.14)

6.60
(10.08)

Glutamine 1.46
(r0.05)

1.47
(r0.03)

1.54
(r0.05)

Ammonia o72
(10.01)

0.67
(r0.02)

0.66
(r0.06)

Extracellular
Product

Oxygen Concentrat¡on
(% air saturation)

10
(r s.E.M.)

50
(r s.E.M.)

100
(r s.E.tur.)

Monoclonal
Antibody

16.9
(r0.76)

15.8
(r2.56)

14.7
(r0.e1)

S. E.M. represents standard error of the mean.
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Table 6.3. Metabolic coefficients (Product / Substrate) in chemostats at steady
state. Determination of metabolic coefficients. Three different samples (n=3) from
cultures at steady state were used in determining the above coefficients. All samples
were determined from the experiment 1 series.

Substrate/Product Oxygen Goncentration
(% Air Saturation)

10 50 100
(r s.E. M.) (r s.E.M.) t1 s.E.M.)

Lactate/Glucose 1.35
(r0.13)

1.41
(10.0e)

1.42
(r0.05)

Ammonia/Glutamine 0.49
(r0.03)

0.46
(10.03)

0.43
(r0.05)

S. E. M. represents standard error.
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6.3.3 Metabolic analysis:

The metabolic flux of several radiolabelled substrates was determined over short

time periods for cell samples taken at the 3 steady states from chemostat cultures.

Hybridoma CC9C10 cells were grown under the various oxygen concentrations iwice, in

order to observe if there were repeatable trends. Figures 6.3 to 6.5 indicate typical

data obtained from these incubations (The three Figures illustrate data from experiment

2 at looo/o air saturation. ln all cases, the rates of 14CO2 or 3H2O release were

constant for at least 3 hours. These rates were used to calculate the flux of glucose

through the pentose phosphate pathway, glycolysis and the TCA cycle. Also, the rate of

glutamine oxidation was determined. The results summarized in Table 6.3 showed that

the overall rate of glucose metabolism increased at higher dO2 values. The overall rate

of glucose utilization was determined as the summation of the flux values from these 3

metabolic pathways (expressed as total in Table 6.3). These were consistent with the

gcluc values determined in Table 6.1. Glucose uptake as determined by the

radioactive assays for cells grown at 1Oo/o air saturation were similar to the rates of

substrate uptake determined in the chemostats at steady state. For CCSCIO cells

grown at50% and 100% oxygen, the glucose utilization rates determined from the flux

data were higher than the values determined from the chemostats at steady state.

The increase in oxygen concentration appeared to have an effect on stimulating

glucose uptake.

At all oxygen concentrations, the proportion of glucose metabolized by

glycolysis was high (>90%). Flux rates via the pentose phosphate and TCA cycle

pathways were relatively low. At increased oxygen levels the relative flux of glucose

via glycolysis .
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Table 6.4. Flux through various metabolic pathways (nmol substrate/106 cells per
minute. The flux values were determined by radioactive assays using cells taken from
chemostats equilibrated with oxygen at various concentrations + standard error. Alf of
the assays were performed in a New Brunswick Celligen fermentor, except experiment
2 at 1o0 o/o air saturation., which was performed in an ¡H fermentor. The LH fermentor
was used to replace the New Brunswick Celligen fermentor due to a probe failure.
CC9Cl0 hybridoma cells were grown under the various oxygen concentrations twice, in
order to observe if there were repeatable trends. The values are means of the samples(n=10). The percentage of glucose utilized via three metabolic pathways was
calculated for each steady state.

S.E.M represents standard error of the mean.
% indicates what percentage of glucose is entering designated pathways.
n. d. represents not determined.

Substrate Pathway Oxygen Concentration
(% air saturation)

10 50 100

Glucose Glycolysis

Expt I
(ts.E.M)

Expt 2
(rs.E.M)

Expt I
(rs.E.M)

Expt 2
(ts.E.M)

Expt I
(rs.E.M)

Expt 2
(ts.E.M)

2.72
(r0.1e)
(85.8%)

4.19
(!0.12)
(91.2%o)

6.48
(r0.2e)
(8e.8%)

7.27
(!0.24)
(90.2o/o)

7.34
(r0.e7)
(e0.5%)

8.62(
r0.29)

(e1.8%)

PPP
0.451

(r0.014)
(14.2o/o)

0.406
(r0.015)
(8.83%)

0.740
(r0.019)
(10.2%o)

0.790
(r0.02s)
(9.8olo)

0.771
(r0.047)
(9.5170)

0.775
(r0.087)
(8.25%o)

TCA 0.0645
(r0.003)
(2.03o/o)

0.117
(r0.001)
(2.54Vo)

0.0895
(r0.003)
(1.24o/o)

0.1274
(r0.004)
(1.58o/o)

0.0169
(r0.002)
(0.21o/o)

0.0269
(10.004)
(0.04o/o)

Total 3.17
(r0.2)

(100%)

4.60
(r0.14)
(1O}yo)

6.62
(10.3)

(100%)

8.06
(r0.26)
(100o/o)

7.48
(r0.e8)
(100%)

9.39
(r0.38)
(100%)

Glutam¡ne oxidation 0.219
(!0.024)

0.208
(r0.020)

0.234
(!0.024)

0.278
(!0.024)

n.d. o.222
(r0.020)
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increased compared to a relative decrease in flux via either the pentose phosphate or

TCA cycle pathways.

Glutamine oxidation was measured at all the steady state levels of air saturation

(except in experiment 1 at lOO% air saturation). No significant difference was found

between the oxidation rates of this substrate at all three states. This was substantiated

by the data showing similar Ç6¡¡ values at all steady states.

Upon increasing oxygen concentrations, there was an observed increase in total

glucose metabolism. Glycolytic flux increased upon increasing oxygen concentrations.

The PPP flux was relatively constant over the course of all oxygen concentrations

throughout the course of the experiments. The TCA flux surprisingly decreased upon

increasing oxygen concentrations. The higher oxygen concentrations may affect the

PDH enzyme, decreasing the overall TCA flux. Glutamine oxidation was constant at all

oxygen concentrations, suggesting oxygen had little effect upon glutamine metabolism.
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6.4 Discussion

Chemostat cultures are ideal for analyzing perturbations in cellular metabolism

because a steady state of exponential growth can be attained in a constant chemical

environment. All analyses reported here were performed on cells which had attained a

steady state at various oxygen concentrations. The cell concentrations at oxygen

levels corresponding to 10, 50 and 100% air saturation were constant indicating that

oxygen was not growth inhibitory over this range. Some adaptation was necessary as

evidenced by the switch to 50% air saturation in both Figures 6.1 and 6.2.

A number of metabolic changes were associated with grovrth at the 3 oxygen levels.

The q6¡r", and q¡"" increased significantly at higher dissolved oxygen concentrations.

This was associated with a slight increase in the lactate/glucose ratio from 1 .35 to 1.42,

suggesting an increase in glucose metabolism at higher dissolved oxygen

concentrations. The q6¡n and q4rr remained relatively unchanged by the increases

in dissolved oxygen levels. The ammonia/glutamine ratio varied between 0.42 to 0.4g,

which indicated a relatively low level of deamination compared to previously reported

data (Hassell and Butler, 1990). The production rate of antibody (qn¡aO) was slighfly

higher at the low oxygen air saturation (10%), compared to the lOOo/o air saturation.

A series of short radioactive experiments were performed at all of the air

saturations (10, 50, and 100%) twice with each sample performed in duplicate, in order

to see if any trends were repeatable. All samples were linear for at least three hours,

and the rates were used to calculate the flux of glucose through the pentose phosphate

pathway, TCA cycle, and glycolysis. The glycolytic flux increased dramatically upon

increasing the air saturation from 1Qo/o to 5O%. The glycolytic flux increased slighfly

upon increasing the air saturation to 100%. Since the glycolytic flux accounted for

>90o/o of the total glucose metabolized, the total glucose consumption increased upon

increasing the dissolved oxygen concentration. The percent of glucose entering
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glycolysis remained constant at all of the oxygen concentrations. The pentose

phosphate pathway flux remained constant upon raising the dissolved oxygen

concentration between 10% and 100% air saturation. The TCA flux was the most

surprising, as there was a very significant decrease at 1o)%o air saturation, despite an

overall increase in glucose utilization. The overall increase in glucose utilization was

significantly higher in the radioactive experiments, as opposed to the determined

utilization rates in the chemostat cultures in a continuous mode. Exposing the CCgC10

hybridoma cells exposed to oxygen levels, and transferred to fresh medium appeared

to have a stimulatory effect on glucose uptake. The pentose phosphate pathway and

TCA cycle had relatively low flux rates.

Glutamine oxidation was measured at all of the steady state levels of air saturation

except in experiment 1 at 1OO% air saturation. No significant difference was observed

between the oxidation rates at any of the three steady states. This was substantiated

by the data showing qcln values at all steady states.
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6.5 Summary

A murine B-lymphocyte hybridoma, cc9c10 was grown in chemostat cultures at
oxygen concentrations correspondíng to 10, 50 and 1o0o/o air saturation. Although
some adaptation was required, the growth rates were unchanged at these oxygen

levels' However, an attempt at growth in pure oxygen (2soo/o air saturation) was

unsuccessful' The changes in dissolved oxygen concentration caused some changes

in energy metabolism as analyzed by short-term radioactive assays. The specific rate

of glucose uptake increased at higher dissolved oxygen concentrations. Most of the
glucose (>90%) was metabolized via glycolysis. Relatively low flux rates were observed

throughout for the pentose phosphate and TCA cycle pathways. Glutamine utilization

and metabolism were apparently unaffected by changes in dissolved oxygen

concentration' Apparently, antibody production was not terribly affected by increases in

dissolved oxygen concentrations.
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Ch{APTËR 7

7.O A, Metabolic Comparison Between a Murine l-lybridoma Cell Line CC9C10 and
its Parent Myeloma Cell Line Sp2/0.

7.1 lntroduction

Hybridoma cells are routinely cultured for production of extracellular monoclonal

antibodies. Monoclonal antibodies have found uses in medical research, commercial

research, and therapeutic applications (Hubbard, 1gg3; Morrison and o, lg8g).

Hybridoma cell lines are created by fusing myeloma and spleen cells from an

immunized donor- The resultant is an immortal antibody secreting clone. Each

hybridoma created will have a parent myeloma cell line.

The production of monoclonal antibodies from hybridomas requires that a

certain amount of cellular energy be directed towards this synthesis. A comparison of

a hybridoma to its parent cell line may show alterations in metabolism. This would

allow a prediction of how much substrate is required, having its energy directed towards

monoclonal antibody production.

ln this investigation, we compared cell growth and biochemical characteristics

between hybridoma ccgc10 and its parent myeloma cell line sp2/0.
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7.2 Materials and Methods

7.2.1 Cell line: Referto Section 2.1.Oa.

7.2.2 Growth Medium: Referto Section 2.1.2d.

7.2.3 Culture: Refer to Section 2.1.1b and d.

37.2.4 Radiolabelled Molecules: Referto Section 2.5.0.

7.2.5 CO2evolution: Referto Section 2.5.9.

7.2.5 Release of tritiated water: Refer to section 2.4.2 and 2.s.4.

7.2.6 Cell counting: Referto Section 2.1.4.

7-2.7 Gomponents of culture media: Refer to Section 2.3 in its entirity Samples

taken from the LH fermentor were made of 3 independent samples taken at daily

intervafs after each steady state had been attained (>5 changes in culture media).

3 A repeat experiment for glycolytic flux, TCA cycle, and pentose phosphate pathway wasperformed forCC9CI0 and SP2/0 batch cultures. lñstead of duplicate time points, two separate
cell cultures were used for each time point.
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7.3 Results

7.3.1 CC9C10 and SP2/0 Batch Growth Experiment

Cell growth of CC9C10 and SP2/0 is shown in Figure 7.1. CC9C10 had a

doubling time of 14.8, and 16.2 hours on days 1 and 2, respectively. SP2/O had a

doubling time of 19.1, and 16.5 hours, on days 1 and 2, respectively. The number of

viable CC9C1O cells reached a plateau maximum between days2 and 3 at1.72 x 106

cells/ml, followed by a linear decrease in cells throughout the decline phase. Viable

SP2/0 cells reached a maximum cell density on day 3 at 1.96 x 106 cells/ml, followed

by a rapid decline in viable cell number upon cells entering the decline phase.

The cellular protein content (Figure 7.1) of CC9C10 decreased over first two

days, before leveling out for a three day period, and again decreasing. The highest

protein contentwas 0.254 mg/106 cells on day 1, decreasing to 0.016 mg/106 cells on

day 6. The cellular protein content of SP2/O increased initially to a maximum value of

0.39 mg/106 cells on day 1. The cellular protein content declined further from this point

to 0.003 mg/106 cells on day 6.

The total cell number in comparison to viable cell number for CCgC10 and

SP2/0 is illustrated in Figure 7.2. Upon CC9C10 cells reaching the stationary phase,

the cell viability declined linearly, while the total cell number increased until day S,

where it plateaued. SP2/0 reached its maximal viable cell density on day 3, before cell

viability rapidly decreased upon entering the decline phase. The total cell number

plateaued as the viable cell number approached zero.

The overall pattern in utilization of glucose between CC9C1O and SP2/0 were

similar, as shown in figure 7.3. By day 4, glucose in both cultures had been totally

consumed. The overall pattern in utilization of glucose between CC9C10 and Sp2/0

were similar, as shown in figure 7.3.. Table 7.1 illustrates the daily consumption, and

production rates over the growth of the CC9C10 and SP2/0 cultures in batch.
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Figure 7.1. Viable cell number and cellutar protein content during the growth of
CCgClO and SP2/0 cells. At daily intervals, samples (10 ml) were taken for
determining the protein content of the CC9C10 hybridomas (O), and SP2/0 myelomas
(@). Cell viability of CC9C10 hybridomas (tr) and SP2/0 myelomas (o) were assessed
by trypan blue counting using a haemocytometer.
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Figure 7.2. Viable cell number and total cell number for the growth of CC9CI0
and SP2/0 cells. Viable cell number for CCSC10 hybridomas (tr) was compared to
their total cell number (ø). Viable cell number for SP2/O myelomas (O) was compared
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Figure 7.3. Glucose utilization and lactate production during the growth of
CC9C10 and SP2/0 cells. Glucose (D), and lactate (O) concentrations from
CCgClO hybridoma cultures were determined on a daily basis from the culture
samples. Glucose (ø), and lactate (@¡) concentrations from SP2/0 myeloma cultures
were determined on a daily basis from the culture samples.
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Glucose consumption rates in CC9C10 and SP2/0 were maximal on day 1 at

9'15, and 7.98 nmol/minute Per 106 cells, respectively. Following day 1, both cell lines

displayed similar consumption rates.

Lactate production between CC9CIO and SP2/0 over time is shown in Figure

7.3. The lactate production rates were maximal on day 1 for CCSCIO and Sp2/0, at

14.2, and 13.1 nmol/minute per 106 cells, respectively. Lactate production in both cell

lines plateaued after day 3.

Glutamine consumption between CC9CIO and SP2/0 is shown in Figure 7.4.

until it was depleted from the cultureCC9C10 had a near linear decrease in glutamine

medium at day 4. SP2/0 decreased glutamine

depleted from the culture medium at day 4.

glutamine consumption rates on day 1 af 2.4g,

in a non-linear fashion until it was

CC9C10 and SP2/0 had maximat

and 2.78 nmol/minute per 106 cells,

respectively.

Ammonia production for CC9C10 and SP2/0 was linear until day 3, where both

reached a plateau, as shown in Figure 7.4. CC9CIO and Sp2/0 had maximal

production rates on day 1 at 2.27, and 2.69 nmol/minute per 106 cells, respectively.

The lactate/glucose ratios for cc9c10 and sp2/0 were 1.4g, and 1.46,

respectively. The ammonia/glutamine ratios for CC9C10 and Sp2/O were 0.7ô, and

0.73, respectively. Determination of the ratios above was based on initial substrate

amounts and end product amounts at the end of the culture.

Ïhe antibody concentration for CC9C10 was linear for the growth of the culture

up until day 5, as shown in Figure 7.5. The specific antibody production rate was

highest on day 1 , at 21.7 ng/minute per 106 cells.
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Figure 7.4. Glutamine utilization and ammonia production during the growth of
CCgCl0 and SP2/0 cells. Glutamine (tr), and ammonia (@) concentrations from
CC9C10 cell cultures were determined on a daily basis from the culture samples.
Glutamine (ø), and ammonia (w) concentrations from SP2/0 cell cultures were
determined on a daily basis from the culture samples.
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Table 7.1. consumption and Production rates of cc9c10 and sp2/0
(nmol/minute per 106 cells) throughout the batch growth of a culture

(n=2).

Cell
Line

Time
(Days)

Substrate Consumption
Rate (nmol/minute per

106 cells)

Product Formation
Rate(nmol/minute per

106 cells)

Product Formation
Rate (ng/minute per

106 cellsl

cc9c10

Glucose
l+ s.E.M.)

Glutamine
(t s.E.M.)

Lactate
l+ s.E.M.l

Ammonia
É s.E.M.)

Antibody
(t s.E.M.)

1 9.15
(r0.15)

2.49
(10.01)

14.2
(10.2)

2.27
(10.0e)

21.7
(r0.4)

2 2.69
(r0.0e)

0.56
(r0.03)

4.50
(10.11)

0.36
(r0.01)

6.44
(r0.3e)

3 0.62
(10.05)

0.22
(10.01)

0.39
(r0.01)

0.34
(10.01)

2.55
(r0.25)

4 0 0 0.02
(r0)

0 5.84
(+o.21)

5 0 0 0.026
l+0)

0.25
(r0.02)

o

(10.41)
6 0 0 0 -1.69

(+0.1)
5.2

(r0.16)

SP2/O 1 7.98
(r0.02)

2.78
(10.02)

13.1

(r0.1)
2.69

(r0.03)

2 2.82
(10.02)

0.70
(10.07)

3.69
(10.1)

0.50
(r0.01)

3 0.97
(r0.11)

0.37
(r0.01)

1.43
(r0.02)

0.34
(r0.01)

4 0 0 0.06
(t0)

0.08
(r0.01)

5 0 0 0.05
(r0)

-0.7
(r0.01)

6 0 0 1.11
9r0.1)

-2.17
(r0.1)

S.E.M. represents standard error of the mean.
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Figure 7.5. Monoclonal antibody production
hybridomas. At daily intervals, samples (10 ml)
concentration of antibody (tr).

during the growth of CC9C10
were taken for determining the
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7-3.2 Measurement of Fluxes of GC9C10 and SPz/o from Mid-exponential Growth
Phase

7.3.2.1 Glucose Metabolism

a) Pentose phosphate and TCA cycle.

ln the experimentation, the TCA flux was measured by the cell specific rate of
14CO2 release from D-[6-14C1-glucose. The pentose phosphate flux was measured

from the difference in the rates of 14CO2 release from cultures containing either D-[1-

14cl-glr"ose or D-[6-14C¡-glucose. These rates were linear over a 3 hour period, and

showed a signifícantly higher (x11.8, and x13.5) IaCOZ release from D_¡l_1aq_

glucose for CCSC10 and SP2/O compared to D-[O-14ç]-glucose, respectively (Figures

7.6 and 7.7). The corresponding rates of fluxthrough the pentose phosphate and TCA

cycle pathways for cc9c10 and sp2/0 are illustrated in Table 7.2.

Radioactive batch experiments were repeated for both CC9C10 and Sp2/0

cultures were similar (Table 7.3), with the values from Table 7.2, except the ppp value,

whichwas 0.481+0.029 nmol/minute per 106 cells. The values obtained forthe Sp2/0

cultures were similar with values from Table 7.2, except the TCA cycle value, which

was 0'009 nmol/minute per 106 cells. The overall differences observed in both the

PPP and rcA flux between the two ceil lines were insignificant.
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14Figure 7.6. COZ release from the metabolism of
D-tl-1ag¡- and D-[e-14C¡-gtucose. The rate of The rate of 14COZ release was
measured from CC9C10 hybridomas (2-3 x 106 viable cells/ml) incubãteO in growth
medium (1 ml) containing 0.45 pci of D-¡t-14çl-gtucose (tr), or o-¡o-1aç¡-gtucose (ø)
as described in Section 2.5.3. The cells were derived from a batch culture after 48 h
grovuth.
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Figure.7.7. The- rate of l4coz release from the metabolism of
o-¡t-146¡- and D-[6-14c¡-grucose. rhJrate or rne raiå ;r'14c:,ö;"ìãr""r" *u,
measured from SP2/0 myelomas (2-3 x 106 viable cells/ml) incubáted in growth
medium (1 ml) containing 0.45 pCi of D-[t-14ç]-glucose (tr), or D-¡o-14c1-gtucose (e,)
as described in Section 2.5.3. The cells were derived from a batch culture after 4g h
growth.
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b) Glycolysis.

The glycolytic flux was determined by the release of tritiated water from the

metabolism of D-¡S-3nl-glucose (Bontemps et al, 1978). This is a measure of the flux

of metabolites through the aldolase and triose phosphate isomerase reactions which

are committed steps of the glycolytic pathway. The rate of formation of tritiated water

was linear for at least 3 hours for CCSC1O and SP2/0 as measured by radioactive

analysis of fractionated samples from an anion exchange column (Figure 7.g). The

rates were determined as 6.24f0.56, and 6.3410.8 nmol/minute per 106 cells for

CC9C10 and SP2/0, respectively (Table 7.2). The rates of glycolytíc flux between the

two cell lines was insignificant. This was further confirmed by a repeat of batch growth

experiments for both CC9C10 and SP2/O (Table 7.3). 7. TxO.Ss and 6.04+0.30

nmol/minute per 106 cells were the determined rates in the repeat of experiments for

CC9C10 and SP2/0, respectively. The glycolytic flux values for both experiments were

similar among each cell line, and when compared to each other.

The relative flux of glucose through the 3 pathways were determined from the

radioactive experiments (Table 7.2). Glycolysis was shown as the major route for

glucose catabolism with the TCA cycle and pentose phosphate pathway only serving a

minor role. This was consistent with data previously reported for transformed cells

(Warburg, 1956). The total glucose consumption rates of CC9C10 and Sp2/0 was 6.46

+O-57, and 6.93+0.82 nmol/minute per 106 cells. The difference in consumption rates

was negligible. The batch experiment repeats gave total glucose consumption rates of

7.95+0.57, and 6.51+0.34 nmol/minute per loO cells for CCgC10 and Sp2/0,

respectively.

The sum of the flux rates determined in the radioactive experiments were lower

than the value of the initial uptake rate (first two days) of glucose determined in

CC9C10 and SP2/0 cultures (Figure 7.3). The differences in values could be explained
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by the possibility of differences in the state of the cells at initial and mid-exponential

phase and the higher error involved in the determination of the culture uptake rate

which was based on samples taken at 24 hour intervals.
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Figure 7.8. The rate of release of 3Hzo from the metabolism of
O-¡S-3H¡-glucose. The rate of the glycolytic flux in CC9C10 hybridomas (D), and

9f"2/q myelomas (ø) was measured by the rate of release oi 3H2O from cells (2-3 x
10o viable cells/ml) incubated in growth medium (1 ml) containing -O-¡S-Sf-f1-glucose 

as
described in Section 2.5.4. The cells were derived from a batch culture àrter +a h
grovrth.
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Table 7.2. Metabolism of glucose and glutamine of hybridoma CC9C10 and its
parent cell line myeloma sp2/0 under batch and fermentor

conditions (nmol/minute per 106 cells)
(n=12).

S. E. M. represents standard error of the mean.
% indicates what percentage of glucose is entering designated pathways.

Substrate Pathway Hybridoma CC9Cl0 Myeloma SP2/0

I Glucose

Batch
Growth

(r s.E.M.)

LH
Fermentor
(t s.E.M.)

Batch
Growth

l+ s.E.M.)

LH
Fermentor
Ir S.E.M.)

Glycolysis 6.24
(r0.56)
(e6.6%)

2.96
(r0.28)
(86.3%)

6.34
(r0.80)
(e1.5%)

3.6s
(!0.47)
(e3.6%)

PPP 0.220
(r0.010)
(3.41%)

0.461
(10.063)
(13.4%)

0.589
(10.026)
(8.5%)

0.250
(10.2s0)
(6.41o/o)

TCA 0.0169
(10.0011)
(0.26%o)

0.0443
(r0.0027)

(1.3o/o)

0.0343
(r0.0038)
(0.49%o)

0.0219
(10.001e)
(0.56%)

ïotal 6.46
(10.s7)
fiO0o/o\

3.43
(r0.35)
fiOQo/o\

6.93
(f0.82)
(100%)

3.90
(f0.48)
fiOOo/o\

Glutamine oxidation 0.1 89
(10.0016)

0.16s
(r0.017)

0.264
(r0.023)

0.173
(Í0.0330)
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Substrate Hybridoma CC9Cl0

Glucose Glycolysis 7.47
(r0.55)
(e3.e%)

6.51
(r0.30)
(s2.8%)

0.481
(r0.02e)
(6.1o/o)

0.468
(r0.031)
(7.75o/o)

0.0189
(r0.003)
(0.25o/o)

0.009
(r0.001)
(0.14o/o)

7.95
(r0.57)
(100%o)

6.51
(r0.34)
(100o/o)

Table 7.3 Confirmation of metabolism of glucose for hybridoma CCgCl0 and its
parent cell l¡ne myeloma SP2/0 under batch conditions (nmol/minute per 106 cells)

(n=12)

S.E.M. represents standard error of the mean.
% indicates what percentage of glucose is entering designated pathways.
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7.3.2.2 Glutamine Metabolism

Oxidative Metabolism. The rate of 14CO2 release from L-[U-14C1-glutamine

was monitored in experiments over a 6 hour period (Figure 7 .9) f or CC9C10 and SP2|O.

A constant rate of CO2 production of 0.9510.08, and 1.32!0.12 nmollminute per 106

cells was measured over this period. The obtained values observed in glutamine

oxidation between the two cell lines was slightly higher in the SP2/0 culture.
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Glutamine oxidation from
L-tU-14ç¡-glutamine. The rate of COZ release was measured from CC9CIO
hybridomas (n) and SP2/0 myelomas (o) (2-3 x 106 viable cells/ml) incubated in
growth medium (1 ml) containing 0.25 pCi of L-[U-14ç1-glutamine as descriþed in
Section 2.5.3. The cells were derived from a batch culture after 48 h growth.
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7.3.3 Measurement of Fluxes of CC9C10 and SP2/0

Hybridoma CC9C10 and myeloma SP2/0 cells were taken from an LH fermentor

with a dilution rate set at lz volume per day. The cells were stirred at 100 rpm, at 37oC

under 50o/o aeration.

7.3.3.1 Glucose Metabolism

a) Pentose phosphate and TCA cycle.

ln the experimentation the TCA flux was measured by the cell specific rate of

14CO2 release from o-¡6-14C]-glucose. The pentose phosphate flux was measured

from the difference in the rates of 14CO2 release from cultures containing either D-[1-

14Cl-glu"ose or D-[6-14C]-gtr"ose. These rates were linear over a 3 hour period, and

showed a significantly higher (x10.4, and x11.4) 14CO2 release from D-[t-1aç¡-

glucose for CC9C1O and SP2/O compared to D-¡O-14çl-glucose, respectively (Figure

7.10 and 7.11). The corresponding rates of flux through the pentose phosphate and

TCA cycle pathways for CCgC10 and SP2/0 are shown inTable7.2. The differences

observed in both the PPP and TCA flux between the two cell lines were significant.

CC9C10 cells had pentose phosphate pathway and TCA cycles fluxes which were

2Q9o/o, and 232o/o higher than the values attains for SP2/0 cells.
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b) Glycolysis.

The glycolytic flux was determined by the release of tritiated water from the

metabolism of D-[e-3H]-glucose (Bontemps et at, 1978). This is a measure of the flux

of metabolites through the aldolase and triose phosphate isomerase reactions which

are committed steps of the glycolytic pathway. The rate of formation of tritiated water

was linear for at least three hours for CCSC10 and SP2/O as measured by radioactive

analysis of fractionated samples from an anion exchange column (Figure 7.12). The

rates were determined as 2.96+0.28, and 3.65t0.47 nmol/minute per 106 cells,

respectively. The difference in rates of glycolytic flux between the two cell lines were

insignificant.
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Figure. 7.10. The rate of 14COZ release from the metabotism of
o-¡t-raç¡- and D-¡o-14G¡-glucose. Thelate of The rate or 14COz release was
measured from CCgC10 hybridomas (2-3 x 106 viable cells/ml) incubáied in growth
medium (1 ml) containing 0.45 pCi of D-¡t-14çl-glucose (D), or D-6-14C]-glucose (ø)
as described in Section 2.5.3. The cells were derived from an LH fermentor which had
been in equilibrium for a minimum of 5 volumes.
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Figure- 7.11. The rate of 14coz release from the metaborism of
o-¡t-14ç¡- ano o-¡o-14c1-glucose. TheJate of The rate or 14COz retease was
measured from SP2/0 myelomas (2-3 x 106 viable cells/ml) incubaied in growth
medium (1 ml) containing 0.45 pCi of D-[t-14ç]-gtucose (D), or D-[O-1aç1-glucose (ø)
as described in Section 2.5.3 The cells were derived from an LH fermentor which had
been in equilibrium for a minimum of 5 volumes.
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Figure 7.12. The rate of release of 3HZO from the metabolism of
D-tS-3H¡-gtucose. The rate of the glycolytic flux in CC9C10 hybridomas (n), and
SP2/O myelomas (ø) was measured by the rate of release of 3H2O from cells (2-3 x
10o viable cells/ml) incubated in grovuth medium (1 ml) containing D-[3-3H]-glucose as
described in Section 2.5.4. The cells were derived from an LH fermentor which had
been in equilibrium for a minimum of 5 volumes.
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The relative flux of glucose through the 3 pathways were determined from the

radioactive experiments (Table 7.1). Glycolysis was shown as the major route for

glucose catabolism with the TCA cycle and pentose phosphate pathway only serving a

minor role. This is consistent with data previously reported from transformed cells

(Warburg, 1956). The total glucose consumption rate of CCSC10 and Sp2/O was 3.43+

0.35, and 3.90t0.48 nmor/minute per 196 ceils, respectivery.

The sum of the flux rates determined in the radioactive experiments were lower

than the value of the initial uptake rate (first two days) of glucose determined in

CC9C10 and SP2/O cultures (Figure 7.3). The differences in values can be explained

by the possibility of differences in the state of the cells, as the cells in the fermentor are

maintained at lz volume per day, which would restrict nutrient uptake for rapidly

dividing cells.

7.3.3.2 Glutamine Metabolism

Oxidiative Metabolism.

The rate of 14CO2 release form L-[u-1aç1-glutamine was monitored in

experiments overa 6 h period (Figure 7.13)for cc9c10 and sp2/0. A constant rate of

CO2 production of 0.82t0.09, and 0.86+0.16 nmol/minute per 106 cells, was measured

for CC9C10 and SP2/0, respectively over this period. The differences observed in

glutamine oxidation between the two cell lines were insignificant.
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Figure 7.13. Glutamine oxidation from the metabolism of
l-¡U-14ç¡-glutamine. The rate of COz release was measured from CC9C10
hybridomas (n) and SP2/0 myelomas (o) (2-3 x 106 viable cells/ml) incubated in
growth medium (1 ml) containing 0.25 pCi of L-[U-14C]-glutamine as described in
Section 2.5.3. The cells were derived from an LH fermentor which had been in
equilibrium for a minimum of 5 volumes.
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7.4 Discussion

CC9C10 and SP2/0 had similar patterns of growth up to the stationary phase.

CC9C10, upon entering the decline phase, therewas a lineardecrease in cell viability.

Upon SP2/0 entering the decline phase, the viable cell number decreased rapidly. The

patterns of CC9C10 and SP2/0 cell growth in the decline phase were different. lt is
concluded that SP2/0 cells were much more susceptible to shear force than of

CC9C10. This was further supported by the fact that SP2/o failed to grow in Bellco

spinners containing SFM at an rpm as low as 30 (data not shown). CC9C10 could be

grown in Bellco spinners containing SFM up to BO rpm without any observable

detrimental effects. However, the addition of 0.1% BSA to sp2/0 cultures allowed cell

growth in spinner flasks. some factor in the BSA might have bound to the sp2/o cell

membrane, preventing any damaging effects from the shear created by the rotating

magnet.

CC9C10 initíally had a quicker doubling time than SP2/0, 14.8 hours compared

to 19.1 hours. ln previous culture runs, it was noted that SP2/O had a slower doubling

time than CC9C10. The LH fermentor experiments had the dilution rate altered from 1

volume/day to 0.5 volumes/day as SP2/0 cells were washed out at the latter dilution

rate.

The protein content for CC9C10 and SP2/O increase up to day 1 at the

beginning of the cultures. Upon cells entering the stationary phase, and entering the

decline phase, cells which die were lysed, allowing their internal proteins to ,,leak out,,

giving a lower total cellular protein level.

The total celt number for CCgC10 and Sp2/0

enter the stationary phase. This was associated with

glucose from the culture medium.

began to plateau after the cells

the depletion of glutamine, and
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lnitial glucose consumption rates of CC9C10 and SP2/0 on day 1 were similar,

being 9.15, and 7.98 nmol/minute per 106 cells, respectively. The rates of glucose

consumption were similar throughout the grovuth of the cultures, although CC9CIO

showed a slightly higher utilization rate of glucose on the first day. Lactate production

rates of CC9C1O and SP2/0 for the first day were similar, being 14.2, and 13.1

nmol/minute per 106 cells. CC9CIO had a slightly higher lactate production rate than

SP2/0. The lactate/glucose ratios of CC9C10 and SP2/O were 1.48, and 1.46,

respectively.

Glutamine consumption rates of CC9C10 and SP2/0 up to day 1 were 2.4g, and

2.TSnmollminute per 106 cells, respectively. SP2/O had a slightly higher utilization of

glutamine throughout the growth of the cultures than CC9C10. Ammonia production

rates for CC9C10 and SP2/0 for the first day were 2.27, and 2.69 nmol/minute per 106

cells, respectively. The observation of SP2/0 having a slightly higher ammonia

production rate continued throughout the growth of the cultures. The

ammonia/glutamine ratios of CC9C10 and SP2/0 were 0.76 and 0.73 nmol/minute per

106 cells, respectively.

The antibody production of CC9C10 was linear for the growth of the culture up

until day 5, where it plateaued. The specific antibody concentration was highest on day

1 at21.7 ng/minute per 106 cells.

Since hybridoma CC9C10 has 50% of the genes that its parent myeloma cell

line SP2/0, their metabolism should be similar. One major difference of CC9C10 to

SP2/0 is that CC9C10 produces extracellular monoclonal antibodies. This would

require a portion of the cells energy levels for the protein synthesis of the monoclonal

antibodies. An estimate of the percentage of cellular energy required for Mab synthesis

in dividing cells is shown in Table 7.4. The values were taken from the cell growth,

protein content, and Mab production determined for hybridoma CCgCIO up to day 1.
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the best estimate available for the energy requirement for amino acid polymerization

was taken from Southamer (1979).

This calculation lead to a value of 13.4o/o as the estimated fraction of total

ceflular energy required for Mab synthesis. This reflected the increased energy

requirement for Mab synthesis (CC9C10), compared to another (SP2/0). SP2/0 cell

line tested negative for antibody production, as determined by use of a ProAna rMMabs

column. Both cell lines had similar cell densities over the batch growth period

accompanied with similar glucose and glutamine consumption rates. So how CC9C10

satisfied the energy expenditure of Mab production in terms of glucose/glutamine

consumption is difficult to explain. Myeloma SP2/0 not producing any extracellular

protein would have more intracellular energy, which could be diverted to cell division.

The pattern of glucose metabolism in the CC9C10 and SP2/0 cells grown in

batch were determined by flux analysis of three possible metabolic pathways. This

analysis shows that a high proportion (>96%, >91o/o) of glucose metabolized by

glycolysis in CC9C10 and SP2/0, respectively tead to the formation of lactate of

possibly alanine. The proportion of glucose metabolized via the TCA in CC9C10 and

SP2/0 was extremely small (Q.2620/o, and 0.495%). This was consistent with prevíous

analysis for a murine hybridoma and the explanation that this may be related to the low

activity of pyruvate dehydrogenase in these cells (Fitzpatrick et al, 1993). The pentose

phosphate pathway accounted for 3.41%o and 8.49o/o of metabolized glucose in

CC9C10 and SP2/0, respectively, and is essential as a provider of ribose which is

necessary for nucleic acid synthesis (Reitzer ef a/, 1980).
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Table 7.4. Ðetermination of the energy requirement for monoclonal antibody
production in hybridoma CG9C10.

CC9C10 doubling time = 14.1 hours

A Cell protein = 0.14 mg/106 cells

= 1.4 x 1O-10 g protein/cell

Rate of protein produced = 9.72 x 10-14 g protein/cell per minute

Rate of Mab synthesis = 2.17 x 10-14 g protein/cell per minute

Mab synthesis as a fraction of total protein synthesis = 22.3o/o

(60% of cellular energy used for amino acid polymerization (Stouthamer, 1979))

Fraction of cellular energy used for Mab synthesis = 13.4o/o
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CO2 evolution from L-[U-1aCJ-glutamine was the only analysis carried out on

glutamine metabolism. The analysis showed thatwhen grown in batch, CC9CIO had a

slightly lower level of glutamine oxidation when compared with SP2/0. This was

consistent with batch grovuth data shown in Table 7.1

The pattern of glucose metabolism in the CC9C10 and SP2/0 cells grown in and

LH fermentor at /" volume per day were determined by flux analysis of three possible

metabolic pathways. This analysis showed that a high proportion (>86%, >g3%) of

glucose was metabolized by glycolysis in CCSC10 and SP2/0, respectively, and lead to

the formation of lactate of possible alanine. The proportion of glucose metabolized via

the TCA in CC9C10 and SP2/0 was extremely small (1.29o/o, and 0.562%). This

difference was significant, and consistent with previous analysis for a murine hybridoma

and the explanation that this may be related to the low activity of pyruvate

dehydrogenase in hybridomas and myelomas (Fitzpatrick ef a/, 1993). The pentose

phosphate pathway accounted for 13.4o/o, and 6.410/o of metabolized glucose in

CC9C1O and SP2/0, respectively, and is essential as a provider of ribose which is

necessary for nucleic acid synthesis (Reitzer et al , 1980). CO2 evolution from

L-tU-14ç¡-glutamine was the only analysis carried out on glutamine metabolism. The

analysis showed that when grown in an LH fermentor atTzvolume per day, CCgC10

had a similar level of glutamine oxidation when compared with SP2/0. This was

inconsistentwith batch growth experimental data as shown in Table 7.1. The cell lines

grown at a low dilution rate would mimic their presence in the stationary phase, which

both might have required similar glutamine levels for cell maintenance.
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7.5 Summary

1) CC9C1O and SP2/0 were compared for differences in cell growth, and

metabolism. Hybridoma CC9C10 had a similar metabolic pattern when compared to its

myeloma cell line SP2/0. The major noted differences between the two cell lines in

batch growth were:

a) CC9C10 produced an extracellular monoclonal antibody at a rate of 21.7 ng/minute

per 1OO cells. Mab production was linear for the duration of the experiment.

b) CC9C10 had a quicker doubling time than SP2/0 (14.8 hours, compared to 19.1

hours).

c) cc9c10 had a higher glucose consumption rate than sp2/0 (1.1sx higher).

d) SP2/0 had a slightly higher glutamine utilization rate than CC9CI O (1.12x higher).

e) SP2/0 was less tolerant to shear created in a spinner flask or fermentor than

ccgc10.

2) CC9C10 and SP2/0 grown in batch culture had similar glucose consumption

rates as determined by radioactive experiments. This was further confirmed by having

similar TCA cycle and pentose phosphate pathway fluxes as CC9C1O ( 0.2620/o, and

3.41o/o compared to 0.495% and 8.49%; and 0.25o/o, and 6.0670, compared to 0.14%

and 7.75o/o obtained from the batch repeat experiments for CCgC1O and SP2/0,

respectively)
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SP2/0 had a significantly higher level of glutamine oxidation when compared to

CC9C10 determined by radioactive experiments. This was consistent to batch growth

results of CC9C10 and SP2/0.

3) CC9C1O and SP2/0 grown in an LH fermentor at lz volume per day had similar

glucose consumption rates as determined by radioactive experiments. However, SP2/0

had significantly lower TCA and pentose phosphate flux values than CC9C10 (O.582o/o,

and 6.615% compared to 1.291o/o, and 13.44o/o, respectively).

When grown in the LH fermentor atlz volume per day, SP2/0 and CC9C10 had

similar levels of glutamine oxidation determined by radioactive experiments. This was

inconsistent to batch growth results of CC9C10, and SP2/0. This inconsistency may be

due to the cells being grown at a low dilution rate, which would have elevated their

doubling time, mimicking the stationary phase. The cell lines may require similar levels

of glutamine for cell maintenance.
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CHAPTER 8

8.0 Future Work

The work completed has a variety of different directions which may be pursued:

1) Addition of dichloroacetic acid to various culture medium did not have any

benefits in regard to cell growth, increased glucose consumption, decreased factate

production, and antibody production. As DCA stimulates pyruvate dehydrogenase

(PDH), these results are consistent with observations that hybridomas have low levels

of PDH (Fitzpatrick ef a/, 1993). Future attempts to increase stimulation of the TCA

cycle with DCA should be tried on hybridomas a) which have a naturally high PDH, b)

or produce hybridoma clones with a high PDH level, may allow one to see if DCA has

any observable effects in culture.

2) Although glucose and glutamine metabolism have been reported for hybridoma

CC9C10, a more comprehensive examination of glutamine metabolism should be

pursued, as explained further in this paragraph. The methods in our lab established to

separate the glutamine end products are tedious, and very time consuming. One of the

major problems is the effect of temperature on the column resolution. Temperature

affects the eluting position of glutamine. The aid of a temperature jacket for this

system is impractical with regard to cost, and the length of time required for each

column run (One column run for separation of amino acids, and re-equilibrium to pH 2.2

had a turn around time of 5 to 6 days). An HPLC column is suggested for further

experimentation on the separation of glutamine end products. Areas of further study

may include examination into the effect of insulin concentration upon glutamine

transport (glutamine transport system is sensitive to hormones, particularly

glucocorticoids and insulin (Hundal et al, 1987)), glutamine concentration in the media,
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effects of adding TCA intermediates on glutamine metabolism, effect of ammonia upon
glutamine metabolism (end product amounts), stimulators of glutaminase, and effects
of glutamine repracements (grycyrglutamine) upon grutamine metabolism.

3) cCgC10 cells grown with alternative carbohydrates galactose, and maltose give

similar levels of grovuth and antibody production rates as those grown with glucose.

other alternative carbohydrates fructose, sorbitol, and xylitol have lower levels of
growth, and higher specific antibody production rates than those grown with glucose.

Attempts to grow Ccgc10 in serum-free medium with galactose failed. ïhere may be

some sort of protein or compound which is able to bind galactose allowing it to enter
the cell membrane' An attempt to determine what factor in the serum allowing

galactose into the cell would be interesting. Establishing a CCSC10 culture grown in a
serum-free medium with an alternative carbohydrate could provide a lower culture

lactate level, which would aid in a more stable pH. Xylitol gave the highest antibody
production rate, which may be an effect of stress upon the cells for not being able to
utilize the xylitol as a replacement for glucose. Since writing this thesis, analysis of
carbohydrate concentrations were analyzed for all culture media. Suprisingly, the only

carbohydrates which showed a decrease in concentration were glucose and maltose.

Why sorbitol, xylitol, gOalactose and fructose levels appeared to remain constant was

unknown' lf there were any utilization of the prior carbohydrates, the levels were below

the accuracy of the experimental assay (data not shown). Future work to determine

what other energy source, or mechanism by which the cells which were carbohydrate

strarved attained good growth and antibody production.

4) oxygen experimentation at up to looo/o air saturation examining the effects

upon glucose and glutamine metabolísm gave the following results:

a) Glucose metaborism increases upon increasing oxygen concentrations.
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b) Glutamine metabolism was apparently unaffected by increases in oxygen

concentration. Future experimentation might include a slow adaptation to increased

oxygen levels, over time. lf CC9C1O cells may be adapted, a study into the cell

physiology, glucose, and glutamine metabolism woufd prove worthwhile.

5) CC9C1O had an overall similar metabolism to its parent myeloma cell line

SP2/0. The TCA cycle and pentose phosphate pathway (PPP) were similar when

comparing the CC9C10 batch run to the LH fermentor run at 112 volume per day. The

similarity in the TCA and PPP under different growth conditions suggest that the PPP

and TCA cycle are constant throughout the growth of cultures. An examination of

comparing other hybridoma cell lines with their parent cell lines may prove worthwhile,

showing a trend for differences between a hybridoma and its parent cell line, which

may fend further insight into ihe metabolic load placed upon monoclonal antibody

production.
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AppendiN

Media Components

A1.l Royal Park Memorial lnstitute Medium (RpMl)

Component mg/L

lnorga ric Salts

Ca(NOq)c.4HcO 100
KCt 400

MqSO¿ (anhvd.) 48.84
NaCl 6.000

NaHCOq 2,000
NaTHPO/ lanhvd.) 800

Other Components

Glucose 2,000 or 3600
Glutathione (reduced) 1

Amino Acids

L- Arqinine 200
L-Asparaoine 50

L-Aspartic acid 20
L-Cystine.2HCl 65
L-Glutamic acid 20

L-Glutamine 300
Glycine 10

L-Histidine 15
L-Hydroxyproline 20

L-lsoleucine 50
L-Leucine 50

L-Lvsine.HCl 40
L-Methionine 15

L-Phenylalanine 15
L-Proline 20
L-Serine 30

L-Threonine 20
L-Tryptophan 5

L-Tyrosine.2Na.HrO 29
L-Valine 20
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Vitamins

Biotin 0.2
D-Ca pantothenate 0.25

Choline chloride J

Folic acid 1

i-lnositol 35
Niacinamide 1

Para-aminobenzoic acid 1

Pyroxine.HCl 1

Riboflavin 0.2
Thiamine.HCl 1

Vitamin B.m 0.005
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41.2 Dubelccos Modified Essential Medium (DMEM)

Cornponent mg/L

lnorganic Salts

CaCb (anhvd.) 200
Fe(NOa).9HrO 0.1

KCt 400
MqSO¿ (anhvd.) 97.67

NaCl 6,400
NaHCOq 3,700

Na2HPO/.7HcO 125
Other Components

Glucose 4,500
Phenol Red 15

Amino Acids

L-Arqinine.2HCl 84
L-Cystine.2HCf 62.57

L-Glutamine 590
L-Glvcine 30

L-Histidine.HCl.HrO 42
L-lsoleucine 105
L-Leucine 105

L-Lysine.HCl 146
L-Methionine 30

L-Phenylalanine oo
L-Serine 42

L-Threonine oÃ

L-ïrvptophan 16
L-Tvrosine.Nar.HcO 103.79

L-Valine 94
Vitamins

D-Ca pantothenate 4
Choline chloride 4

Folic acid 4
i-lnositol 7.2

Niacinamide 4
Pyridoxol.HCl 4

Riboflavin 0.4
ïhiamine.HCl 4
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41.3 Hams-F12 Medium

Component mE/L

lnorga ic Salts

CaCl.> (anhvd.) 33.22
CuSO¿'2HrO 0.0025
FeSO¿'5HcO 0.834

KCI 223.6
MsClr (anhyd.) 57.22

NaCl 7,599
NaHCOq 3,700

Na"HPO/ (anhvd.) 142.04
ZnSO¿.THcO 0.863

Other Components

D-Glucose 1.802
Hypoxanthine (sodium salt) 4.77

Linoleic acid 0.084
Lipoic acid 0.21

Phenol Red 1.2
Putrescine.2HCl 0.1 61
Sodium pvruvate 110

Thymidine 0.73
Amino Acids

L-Alanine 8.9
L-Arqinine.HCl 211

L-Asparaqine.HCl 15.01
L-Aspartic acid 13.3

L-Cysteine.HCl.HrO 35.12
L-Glutamic acid 14.7

L-Glutamine 1,170
Glycine 7.5

L-Histidine.HCl.HrO 20.96
L-lsoleucine 3.94
L-Leucine 13.10

L-Lysine.HCl 36.s
L-Methionine 4.48

L-Phenylanine 4.96
L-Proline 334.5
L-Serine 10.5

L-Threonine 1 1.9
L-Tryptophan 2.04

L-Tyrosine.2Na.2HrO 7.78
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Vitamins

D-Ca pantothenate

Thiamine.HCl
Vitamin B
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